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Ob-t n- t "SEND US YOUR TIRED YOUR -
. . I er Ie a... POOR, YOUR HUDDLED MASSES•••"
- - - p s st: ,but not your Haitians.
90 miles
(approx.)
-590 miles
(approx.)
Distance from-Haiti to Key West
Distance from Cuba to Key West
Here are some interesting geographical
facts since the majority of refugees travel
from Cuba and Haiti by boat:
1. Regional Selective Immigration.
2. Racism toward Haitian Immigration.
3. AmericansstillhaveNumerousAccom-
plishments to make.
Chris Kehl world ofexile. At least once a-week on the been omitted when it comes to a certain
news we see the U.S. Coast Guard picking groupofmyfriends(African-Americanand
Originaltyeight Cuban refugees were up boatloads of Haitian 'refugees, and de- African-Caribbean), and their dealing with
picked up bya Mexican vessel and saved porting them back to Haiti, via Cuba's Haitians. This intra-racial disharmony only
from a watery death in the Gulfof Mexico. -Guantanamo Bay. Ironic, isn't it? adds petrol to the problem. '
Unfortunately, only seven -of those indi- The question lhave to pose to the Nova Thebigotry which exists between races
viduals survived theordeal, though the sur- community is simply, this: Why? is notto be overlooked. When this groopof
vivorsexperienced a happy ending to their Because they are poor,and dirty? educated, ''Christian,: African-Caribbeans
or4eal. When the Mexican government Bullshit! I'm sure that John Smith gottogether,theyjokedraucouslY,aboutthe
issued the ~tatement that the refugees were working on Ellis Island in 1941, in the Haitians. These individuals conunented on
going to be deported back to Cuba, Cuban- height of wwn, thought the same thing of how dirty and poOr the Haitians are, and
Americans reared valiantly into action. ·my 4'9" German Oma(Grandmother). Yet, stated that the Haitians are sub-humans.
Through massive lobbying and incred- my Oma, when given a chance, worked as a These statements put me through the roof!,
-ibly intelligentpoliticalfinagling, those refu- productive memberofAmerican society, as This group and their feelings are iso-
gees were luckIly re-deported to Mexico a cook. lated to the young and ignorant, and are a
from Cuba, and then minority ofthe actual
finally reached the The question I have to pose to the Nova feelingstowardsHai-
United States, or cOlnlnunity is silnply this: Why? tians. However, their
South Florida to be ' feelings stillangerme.
more specific. I have much respect for Now two generations later, both my My anger urges me to take these "Chris-
Cuban-Americans, who have displayed sisterand myselfare the first in ourfamily to tians" to one of the local Davie Ku Klux
strength .and determination for their kin- go straight from high school to college. The Klan meetings for some brews, "good na-
dred, but I am very disturbed by the actions point is that my kin were given a chance the tured" jokes, and racial terrorism, with time
of our American government. Haitians currently are not. left over for them to distribute their "Pro-
Just to reassure my friends of Cuban Because they are Black? White" publicationjust 150 yards from Leo
heritage, I am not saying that these seven That's probably closer to the truth for W. Goodwin Hall.
human beings should have been denied en- "White America." The major reason that I hope that the major points were com-
trance to this country, but if we can show these strong willed, hard working peopleare prehended by the reader and if not, here is a
open arms for persecuted Cubans, why not being denied the simple freedoms we take brief synopsis:
persecuted Haitians? for granted is racism. On top of the bigotry
Now Wait!!!! between races we heap another injustice.
Some readers are already making faces. The injustice that I'm talking about is big-
turning to Jeff Sponder's Sports Page and otry inside an ethnic grouping.
cursing my ftrst born. However, as college What! hadlearned from beingan active
students and/orstaffmembers, shouldn'twe member ofN.U.B.S.A. in my freshman year
occasionally reflect on the inequalities we (unfortunately,! plead guilty to being inac-
are blind to every minute of every day? tive since then) was that "people of color,"
This. by far, is not the most pertinent in- andallotherraces (Hispanic, Oriental,White,
equality in this ignorantand arrogantAmeri- etc.), no matter where they were born, come
can society, but it is very relevant here in from the motherland of Africa.
South Florida. The principles I learned were to unify,
For the past two years iil South Florida, educate, and promote a general acceptance
I have seen and heard of Haitians living in a of others. Woefully, these principles have
The goings-
on in Haiti
As many of us watch the events hap-
-pe~ng in Haiti, some, if not all, of our
predictions seem to be coming true. Some
-of'uspredicted the occupation of Haiti by
.' foreign troops, namely the United States
troops. It is happening.
Some of us said Aristide would never
go back to Haiti. His re-enter date, October
. 18, 1993, was postponed. Others said if
Aristide does re-enter, he will only be met
with hostility by those who remain in Haiti
unhappy, unsatisfied, and unwilling.
It would be nice to see people with
power and/or potential use their individual
resources wisely. Troops should not be sent
into Haiti as a band-aid to heal the wounds
of those who feel the U.S. government's
rejection of Haitian refugees is racist.
Rather, itwould seembeneficial to send
teachers, doctors, and other people in vari-
ous fields such as home economics, ac-
counting, international business, banking,
plumbing, andmany moreprofessionalfields
to help Haiti rebuilditselfin the areas where
it most needs help. One of the most impor-
tant areas is agriculture.
Volunteers who have left Haiti within
the last 20 years or so could re-enter Haiti
with minimal protection in a less militant
way. This plan could work because the
more people who would be encouraged to
enter the country, the more help the country
would actually receive. _
PresidentClinton's gesture to help Hai-
tians feel safe in Haiti is less beneficial to the
country and its occupants, Haitian and non-
Haitian, than he could possibly know. If
President Clinton did know, he would not
have sent the troops in the first place.
__ Elizabeth Remponeau
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,The Knight is the official stu-
dent newspaper of Nova Univer-
sity. All university members are
encouraged to submit anything
they desire for publication.
The Knight office is located on
the main campus of Nova Univer-
sity, Fort Lauderdale, on the sec-
ond floor of the Rosenthal Student
Center, in room 208.
Telephone The Knight at (305)
452-1553, any time.
The opinions expressed in
The Knight do not represent the
opinions of Nova University or
any person or group associated
with Nova University. Each in-
dividual or group speaks for her-
self, himself, or itself.
The Knight staff reserves
the right to edit, exclude, or
return any submitted materi-
als at The Knight staff's dis-
cretion.
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From the Cover Weeke~d offestivitie~ asuccess
Raft racing and contagious dancing
background, they announced the following
winners: Freshman Court, Mike Cronin and
FlaviaBromberger; SophomoreCourt, Clint
Villafana and Annie Pelacio; Junior Court,
Cameron Malin andGayleApplebaum; King
and Queen, ClevelandFerguson IIIandJamie
Amacher.
The dance and the wacky Homecoming
weekend wound down and students headed
back to the Rosenthal Student Center Din-
ing Hall to enjoy a 1 o'clock in the morning
breakfast buffet.
Thanks again to everyone who helped,
in one way or another, to make Homecom-
ing 1993 a success. It can only get better
over time, so if anyone has any ideas or
suggestions for Homecoming 1994, stop by
the StudentLife office and ask for Stephanie
Castonguay. Let me know about them!
at the Rolling Hills Country Club. Thanks to
the expertise of Corey Brunisholz, Nick
DiGiallonardo, and others, the lights and
banners went up with relative ease.
The tables were set, the band was ready
to go, and so were we..,that is, to get home,
change, and get back in time before the
dance began.
The arrivals started at Rolling Hills at
9:30 p.m., and by 10:15 p.m. there was
almost a full house. The main attraction this
year was a band called "Crossover." Their
style ofmusic, and their lead singer's enthu-
siasm were visibly contagious. People
jumped up out of their chairs to dance, and
did not sit down for most ofthe night, at least
until it was time to announce the Homecom-
ing candidates.
Past Homecoming Queens Jennifer
Vosseller (1992) and Leah Gioe (1991) did
a fantastic job announcing this year's candi-
dates. As this year's Homecoming theme
song, "Oh What a Night," was played in the
~bi ~lpba melta I!!-..
LET YOUR FEET DO THE WALKING!
ATTEND THE NEXT MEETING OF
PHI ALPHA DELTA, NOVA'S PRE-LAW
FRATERNITY.
mmH: November 4
WHERE: Rosenthal StUdent Center
~: 6:00 p •••
Following the meeting, at 6:30 p.m.,
fraternity members will welcome a
guest speaker from Guardian
Ad Litem.
All who are interested in VOlunteering
time for this organization are welcome
to join us on November 4.
Hope to see you there!
For more information, please
Margie Booker at 452-9530.
tV
Thanks to Dr. Barbara Brodman, who helpedflip burgers, and afriend
ofhers, this team was finally able to get over to the starting line.
It seems that a team built their raft in the
wrong area, and it was too heavy to carry to
the right location. Thanks to Dr. Barbara
Brodman, who helped flip burgers, and a
friend of hers, this team was finally able to
get over to the starting line.
They showed upjust in the nick oftime!
As soon as their raft was in the water, the
race began! Ofcourse, all the other commo-
tion had already occurred. Rafts had flipped,
barrels had flown through the air, and last
minute adjustments had been made before
the race could begin.
Finally, before the tension burst, the
rafts were off! Some teams sunk, and others
hung on, rowing with theirbodies mostly
underwater, but determined to finish.
The winning team, "To FloatOr Not To
Float," was led by Mike Cali, and included
MariaMenendez, AdonicaBlackman,Billie
Donahue, Margie Booker, and Jamie Coo-
from the cover
It is agreat shock at the age offive or six
to find out that in a world of Gary Coopers
you are the Indian.
-James Baldwin, speech
Reared as we were in a youth-and
beauty-oriented society, we measured our-
selves by our ornamental value.
-Janet Harris, The Prime ofMs. America,
1975
If you turn your back on these people,
you yourself are an animal. You may be a
well-dressed animal, but you are neverthe-
less an animal.
-Edward Koch, on the AIDS epidemic,
State of the City Address, New York
City, March 16, 1987
An idea isn't responsible for the people
who believe in it.
-Don Marquis
A silent majority and government by
the people are incompatible. ..'
-Tom Hayden
riched," states Dr. Brodmanenthusiastically.
This year the existing field study pro-
gram will be expanded to include summer
sessions in International Business arid Bi-
lingual, Education. A semester-long pro-
gram in Mexico is presently being devel-
oped for the 1994-95 academic year.
If any students would like information
on the Field Study Program or the Latin
American and Caribbean Studies specialty,
contact Dr. Barbara Brodman at 475-7001.
Whether or not they return to Mexico,
many of these graduates end up pursuing
careers in which they are able to use their
newly acquired skills. All say they have a
better understanding of the world and their
place in it, comments Dr. Brodman.
"When my students start looking for
jobs, they can point to a level ofcompetency
that employers find very attractive. I've had
students from every possible major, and all
come back to tell me that their lives, both
personal and professional, have been en-
Kor.-.e:r
of ponderables
"Another member of the group became engaged
last week to the son ofInstituto Fenix's Director!"
The man who makes no mistakes does
not usually make anything.
-Bishop W. C. Magee
Dreams are the touchstones ofourchar-
acters.
-Henry David Thoreau
Every society honors its live conform-
ists and its dead troublemakers.
-Mignon McLaughlin
Conscience is the inner voice that warns
us that someone may be looking.
-H. L. Mencken
The important thing is not to stop ques-
tioning.
-Albert Einstein
compiled by Kim Dinkel
I have never been able to understand
why it is thatjust because I am unintelligible
nobody understands me.
-Milton Mayer
ably the most emotionally compelling expe-
rience of the trip. Few leave Chalchihuites
withoutcrying, and mostvow to come back."
Some, however, actually do revisit. .
"Of this year's group, one student i~
returning for a full year to teach English at
Instituto Fenix, the language school with
which our Chalchihuites program is affili-
ated," beams Brodman. "Another member
of the group became engaged last week to
the son ofInstituto Fenix's Director!"
Quo~e
A potpourri
Love Among the Ruins
Mayan Madness in the Yucatan
Dr. Brodman. "If took eight hours on foot,
some of the time in near-total darkness. We
navigated partly by feel, partly by flash-
light."
The final five weeks ofthe field study is
spent in the village of Chalchihuites. Here
students are expected to undertake chores
and perform volunteer services.
Though demanding, Dr. Brodman
thinks rural life has its rewards. "It's prob-
per. Each team member won two tickets to
the Homecoming Dance, held October 2,
and a room at Rolling Hills for the same
night.
After the race,everyone moved over to
the athletic fields to watch Nova's soccer
----------------------------------11 team beat_Lindenwood College.
On Saturday.. October 2, the members
of Student Life and students alike met over
at the Gloria Dei Gym to support the Volley-
ball team against FlaglerCollege. Everyone
grabbed a bite to eat under the tent, and then
moved inside to cheer on the Lady Knights
to a Homecoming victory.
Preparations for the Homecoming
Dance began at 3 p.m. With decorations to
be put up, and last minute details to finalize,
a group of 20 students from various clubs,
organizations, fraternities, and sororities met
from the cover
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For further information, contact:
"The Future of the Dinner Party"
Meridith Dalglish (ceramicist who worked on "The
Dinner Party")
There is a minimum donation of $20.00 per person.
Film:
Speaker:
Dade/Broward Sandy Korn (305) 752-7787
Palm Beach , Alice Coane (407) 482-2145
Gloria Alpert (407) 482-4951
Time:
Cause:
What:
When:
Where:
Books, posters, and postcards will be on sale. Also, there will be a poster
raffle. Please join us in celebration of women's history and art. Your donation
will help to bring "The Dinner Party" out of storage and onto display-so that
women's contributions to history will be forever recognized .
HOLISTIC MASSAGE
OF HOLLYWOOD
Highly Trained State Licensed Therapists-Clean Comfortable Facilities
Swedish Massage" Accupressure • Deep Tissue
r$-.. ~.----. ---------------,.~ 00 O·F·F Lic.#MM4278
. I . ~ • w/ad. Exp. 11/19/93 I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~2~~~~J
"Treat Yourse (f to a REAL Alassage"
2883 S. University Dr. Hours: Mon-Fri 9-9
1 Mile S. of 595 "Give The Gift Of Health." Sat 9-6 Sun 10-5
(305)-424-0055 Gift Certificates Available Call for an appt
* Advance reservations requested
Commuters!!!Attention
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: For Only $3 .. 00!!! :
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
N .A. T. U. R. E. To S,ponsor
Biological Forums
[IWILD WEDNESDAYS~J
PamplemooseiA:::::er;r;:;:;;:d~:'party"
A Champagne and Dessert Affa~~_
~"The Dinner Party" /~\&£~II
Sunday, November 7,1993 =- --:
3970 Northwest 21Avenue~ ==-
Fort Lauderdale ~ =-~ ..
2:00 - 4:30 PM .~ -
To benefit Through the Flower, a non-profit
organization committed to the permanent
housing of Judy Chicago's "The Dinner Party"
Nova University Student Life and DAKA Food Service present
This offer is ONLYvalid for Nova University commuter
students with current Nova I.D.! You may pick up one
coupon per Wednesday per person. You m u s t present
your Nova J.D. upon receiving your coupon.
For further information,
please contact N.A. T. U.R.E.
President, David Nurbin via
electronic mail (user name:
nurbind). I ~-' -. ~
--------, --- "'.
Featured speakers will include:
New professor, ~=. ~osh~a
Feingold, will give an enthralling
presentation dealing with the
present ecology of the Galopagos
Islands.
Dr. Curtis Burney will speak about
the Sea Turtle Preservation
Project, and it's effect on our
modern day ecological balance.
N.A.T •U.R.E. (Nova's A dventure Toward Understanding and Researching
Earth), will be sponsoring biological forums in order to enlighten
those interested in the earth's fragile series of ecosystems. Forum
dates and times will be announced in THE KNIGHT Newspaper,
and via electronic mail.-
Notice: Nova stu~ents currently enrolled in various DAKA meal plans are ineligible.
The Concept
In the early 1970's, when the Women's Movement became highly
visible, Judy Chicago burst on the national scene with her works of art
depicting the lives of real women.
Chicago conceived The Dinner Partyin 1974, with a goal to establish
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Irespect for women and women's art, and to make it accessible to a large
audience.
"I firmly believed that if art speaks clearly about something relevant
to people's lives, it can change the way they perceive reality," said
Chicago.
In 1979, the work was first exhibited in San Francisco to record
breaking crowds. It has been shown fourteen times in six countries
around the world. But because the work was getting too fragile, the
decision was made to put The Dinner Party into storage in 1988.
In ten years, over a million people have seen this project, and yet no
museum has offered housing for the work. Therefore, it is up to groups
like us to see that women's history is displayed for generations to come.
* A deli sandwich of the day with pickle, chips, soda,
. and dessert ~~~"_
* Delicious salad bar, soup, soda, and dessert /.;1;.#..
* Grilled hamburger, fries, soda, and dessert ~
Contact GwynnrvlcDaniel,CommuterAffairs liaison,
in the Student Lite Office, located in the Rosenthal Student
Center, to pick up a lunch or dinner coupon that will entitle
- you to a delicious DAKA Meal Deal! ':0
'}- 'l-J 4: "
You can choose from the following: ~~
'H-"j+io'
I, '
the Halloween issue the knight page 9
Mahrflood Shivji, an adjunct professor
of Nova's Oceanographic Institute, comes
to Nova from the University ofWashington,
Seattle. Dr. Shivji is a member of Nova's
Science Task Force Subcommittee and the
Joint Science Faculty. Courses he is teach-
ing include Biology I, Cellular and Molecu-
lar Biology, and Genetics.
Richard Mordi comes to Nova College
from Yale University. He received his doc-
torate in 1987 in sociology. He has pub-
lished a book, Attitudes Toward Wildlife in
Botswana (Garland Publishing, New York
and London, 1991). Classes Dr. Mordi
teaches include Journey I; Other Voices,
Other Visions; and African Studies.
Charles Zelden, coming to Nova from
RiceUniversity, Houston, received his Ph.D.
in legal history in 1991. He has published a
book, Justice Lies in the District: The U.s.
District Court. Southern District of Texas
(Texas A&M Press, 1993). Courses taught
by Dr. Zelden include The American Expe-
rience, Law and American Culture, and Law
and Federalism.
Joshua Feingold.
Richard Mordi (left) and Charles Zelden (right).
David Simon, another new professor,
recently received his doctorate from Johns-
Hopkins University. A mathematical physi-
cist, his dissertation was titled, Effective Po-
tentials in SemiclassicalLimitofSchrodinger
Operators ofScalar Particles and External
Gauge Fields. Dr. Simon is teaching Ap-
plied Statistics, Precalculus, and Topics in
Mathematics.
Fuzhen Zhaf;g comes to the Math, Sci~
ence, and Technology department from the
University ofCalifornia. A new professor at
Nova, Dr. Zhang teaches Topics in Math-
ematics I 'and II and Intermediate Algebra.
Potpourri
Joshua Feingold is finishing his doc-
toral dissertation at the University of Mi-
ami. His project, The effects of elevated
seawater temperatures on coral qleaching
and survival in the Galapagos Islands, was
prompted by mass mortalities ofcoral in the
East Pacific Ocean following disturbances
associated with the 1982-83 EI Nino-South-
ern Oscillation (ENS0). Classes taught
include Ecology and
Research Methods.
The Knight welcoInes
professors new to Nova
photos and text by Jason Domasky
liPMU'Cd by
Cnunty "alional B.n~
...A..
~
-
'. II [kbt~ f.l{O#' lie tf;egt~. to t~ _.0 (;Wlf.! \./ [~!((;g (I( ,;.\... .
24-HOUR
ARTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
HOTLINE
357-5700
~ Service c! B!'OWirG
Cultural Af.llrs: CQLI~c;1
JI1JSIC <- AKr <I> DANCE -> OPER4 .) TllEtfTER
LITERA.Tl!RE 0) ,Hl'SEUJlS 0) FlUI .:. FESTIVALS
CHIWREN'S EJlEIVTS -> AITRAC110NS
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BUFFINGTON INTERNATIONAL, INC.
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We are #1 in our trades-Let us secure your piece of mind
and embelish your most prize possession *Your Vehicle* We come to
you for both installation and service, from Kendall to Pompano
GOLD PERFECTIONSTM
ALARM ENGINEERSTM
Nova's International
5 tudent Association
is always accepting
new members! NISA
welcomes those inter-
national students who
travel to the United
States to pursue an
education.
For fu rther informa-
tion, and club meeting
times, please contact
i NISA President, Juan
Pablo Correa, via
electronic mail. (user II
name: correaj), or
NiSA Advisor, Micki
Johnson, at (305) 475-
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• Exhaust Tips • Grill 0 FF 'Power Door Lock Kits. Seat Covers
. 'Auto Locksmith Available
*Prices may vary to make/modeVyr. .L *Call for details
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Feminist writers calling for social change have been
imprisoned for the exercise of their basic human rights.
Kim Dinkel
In a recently released report from Janice
Christensen, Student Program Director of
Amnesty International, nine Amnesty stu-
dent groups were sirigled out across the
nation for their activities for the 1992-1993
school year. Nova University's chapter was
listed first followed by groups from Yale
University, the University of Texas, and
others.
Amnesty's (Nova) group activities last
year included forums for both Haiti and the
Indigenous Peoples Campaign along with
our Holiday Card Action, and Nova's first
Human Rights Day Festival, which included
speakers from Bosnia, Croatia, and Tibet.
The chapter also held educational events
with the University School and events in
coordination with International Women's
Day. This is just a sampling of the accom-
plishments the chapter was able to achieve
last year with such an outstanding group.
This year proves to be even more prom-
ising. To become a part of this dedicated,
and now nationally recognized, chapter of
Amnesty, contact Kim Dinkel at (305) 987-
8019 or Lori Katz at (305) 452-6454.
Nova chapter gains
national recognition
On November 8-19, Amnesty Interna-
tional will be sponsoring a "ToiletriesDrive"
to benefit Women In Distress, a non-profit
organization that houses and assists home-
less and abused women and their children.
Toiletries and consumer goods which
are needed are products such as shampoo,
deodorant, feminine hygieneproducts, tooth-
paste, toothbrushes, soap, toilet paper, and
tissues.
In short supply at WID's shelter are
baby products such as diapers, baby bottles,
cornstarch powder, Desitin, baby shampoo!
soap, baby food, childrens' clothing, blan-
kets, and crib sheets.
On Wednesday, November 17, Am-
nesty International will sponsor a forum in
honor of "International Day Of Violence
Against Women." Cherry Stroup, Volun-
teer Coordinator for Women In Distress,
will head the discussion on "The Abusive
Personality," from 12-2 p.m., in the
cafeteria's private dining room.
Pamphlets will be distributed at the
forum describing WID's services and
volunteerism opportunities.
All items donated will be delivered to
Women In Distress's shelter located in Fort
Lauderdale.
Also, join Amnesty International for
T.G.LA. (Thank Goodness It's Activism)
on Friday, November 19, from 5-8 p.m., on
the patio adjacent to the Rosenthal Student
Center. T-shirts, hand-made jewelry,
chicken wings, and drinks will be sold to
benefit the Nova Chapter ofAmn~styInter-
national.
Don't forget to bring your donations of
shampoo, soap, and toothpaste to the
T.G.I.A.!
For further information, please contact
Kim Dinkel at (305) 987-8019 or Lori Katz
at (305) 452-6454.
Spend November
with Amnesty!
Tracy Froebel
......
excerpts for this article were taken
from a pamphlet outlining Amnesty
International's Women's Campaign
*
March 8
March
November 25 International Day Against
Violence Against Women
International Women's Day
Women's History Month
me."
Every day there are more instance of
brutality committed against Women of all
"This Iirrh 'Pegasus' WIlS IlIV sIp"'ure lIS
a calllp ,,,_Ie wh,ch I left .'" IlII the cellWillis.•
- lnna Ratushinsby
races, ages, and religions. The atrocities of
the ethnic cleansing in Bosnia are just Qne
example. We at Amnesty International,
Nova Campus Chapter, have recognized the
importance of acting on behalf of the many
women around the world.
Watch for our up and coming events on
this issue both with Amnesty and the
Outsider's Society! For more information
on this campaign, contact Kim Dinkel (e-
mail 'dinkelk').
Some important dates for this year:
into the camp by soldiers," said a woman
detained in Burma. A soldier "raped her
before my eyes. She cried but was beaten
and did not dare cry any longer."
From a former prisoner of conscience
in Uganda to Amnesty International: "Thank
you from the bottom of my heart for every-
thing you did for me and my baby while we
were in custody... .I believe your letters in-
fluenced the authorities' decision to release
have subjected women to countless forms of
humiliating, degrading, and life-threatening
treatment. Sexual abuse and other forms of
torture have been documented throughout
the world.
Rape has been used to extract informa-
tion or "confessions." Pregnant women
have miscarried during brutal interrogations.
Infants born in prison have been taken from
their mothers. Women and their children
have been tortured in each other's presence.
In Peru: A Peruvian woman was ar-
rested, blindfolded, hung from a beam at a
military base, and subjected to electric shock
torture. Soldiers later left her for dead on a
roadside. Authorities apparently thought
that Sonia Munoz de Yangali, a postal
worker, supported an opposition group. The
government has taken no action against her
assailants.
:'A young girl, about 15, was brought
Amnesty: working for
women worldwide
compiled by Katryn Vogt
Some of the women have a lot in com-
mon with you; some have very different
occupations and lifestyles. They are all
ages, and they live in every region of the
world. These women share an experience
that no one should suffer: assault on their
dignity by governments which deny funda-
mental human rights.
Unjust imprisonment, unfair trials, tor-
ture, and executions contravene international
treaties and humanitarian norms..No gov-
ernment should be allowed to get away with
human rights abuses.
Women have been jailed because they
organized or participated in political move-
ments. Female trade unionists, members of
religious communities, and feminist writers
calling for social change have been impris-
oned for the exercise of their basic human
rights.
Wives, mothers, and daughters of al-
leged state "enemies' have been taken hos-
tage by government agents. Officials have
rounded up teenage girls who demonstrated
against government policies.
Prison authorities in many countries
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On the season, Kramer has a .394 hitting efficiency, is
averaging 4.47 kills per game and has had 47 service aces.
ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE
Single Season for Wins Broken
Lady Knigh~ Lead Conference; Kramer Named Player of the Week
Due to space constraints, Kimber Sharp's
media focus series will resume in the next
issue ofThe Knight.
Do/fans do the
"One-Finger Salute"
Sunday turned out to be a different story.
The Knights came outfired up and blew St.
Leo College away with a final score of 6-0.
The Knights' record now stands at 10-6after
beating Belmont Abbey College, Florida
Southern College, and Palm Beach Atlantic
nouncement: "Me great chief. Me see urn
no more points for fish." He was a good
sport, and no doubt he was providing comic
relief.
There was another touchdown, and then
we were in the second quarter in no time.
The third quarter consisted of Dan Marino
being issued a penalty for unsportsmanlike
behavior. This prompted boos and anger
from the crowd. Itwas pretty scary. Anyone
who has ever read Mao IT would get the
picture. Crowds can sometimes be down-
right terrifying..
Then the Dolphins sacked a Redskin,
enticing more antics in the section.
Needless to say, the Dolphins won. It
was agreat victory, according to theDolfans..
Everyone ran down to their cars to tune into
610 AM WIOD radio to hear what Dan
Marino thought about receiving a penalty.
I walked to the car and just kept laugh-
ing. Everyone was so funny. I've never
seen a group of people get so excited over a
game of ball. The entire way out of Joe
Robbie Stadium, the only sound I could hear
were people screaming, "Whomp! There It
Is!" The FIN PEOPLE ran throughout the
crowd, slapping hands, ridingpeoples' shoul-
ders, and chanting about Dolphin success.
It was definitely a strange night, but I
have to say, from an intellectual standpoint,
it was fun to witness.
College.
The Knights remain in good shape for
an NAIA District 7 post-season spot, along
with Lynn University, Flagler College, and
St. Thomas University. Nova's Head Coach,
Thomas Rongen, was pleased with the re-
sults and the players' performances. The
Knights have a few games remaining in
hope for a post-season bid.
from page 3
Kills, Digs &Crowds
Nova's Head Coach, Thomas Rongen, was pleased
with the results and the players' performances.
Jeffrey Sponder
Knights were led by Gary Schultheis, An-
thony DelleDonne, and Joe Velez; each
scored a goal for the Knights.
On Saturday and Sunday, October 9-
10, the Knights traveled to St. Leo Col-
lege. The opening game on Saturday fea-
tured the Knights against Berry College.
The Knights were shot down 3-1, leaving
the team, once again, at .5 on the year.
The Nova Knights entered their Octo-
ber 1 game against Lindenwood College
(MO) with identical 4-5 records. The
Knights beat Lindenwood College by a
score of 2-1. Gus Bravo and Tony
Yannakakis scored for Nova as Jose Teles
went the distance in goals for the Knights.
The Knights brought their record to 5-
5 on the season, and welcomed High Point
University (NC) to Nova University by
defeating them with a score of 3-1. The
Soccer
Winning
Again
home by the scores of 15-1, 15-6, and 15-4.
The Lady Knights played in the Palm
Beach Atlantic Tournament and swept it
away. The Knights beat Clearwater Chris-
tian, Florida Memorial, Huntington (Ala-
bama), and Palm Beach Atlantic. The Lady
Knights also defeated Teikyo MarycrestUni-
versity, but lost to Palm Beach Atlantic.
Natalie KramerofNovaUniversity was
named District 7 Volleyball Player of the
Week ending 10-9-93.
The San Dimas, Cali-
fornia native led Nova
to a 5-1 record during
the week. Kramer had 78 kills (.320), 11
solo blocks, 10 assist blocks, and 8 ace
serves. On the season, Kramer has a .394
hitting efficiency, is averaging 4.47 kills per
game and has had 47 service aces. She also
has 37 solo blocks, 57 assist blocks, and is
averaging 3.97digs per game.
Congratulations,
Natalie, and good luck the
rest of the season!
The Knights also went two for three
with Division IT schools. The Lady Knights
defeated St. Leo College (10-15, 15-tO, 15-
3, 15-11) and Eckerd College (13-15, 15-5,
15-4, 15-12), with their only loss occuring
against Rollins College. This match was the
third match of the day that the Lady Knights
played in. Unfortunately they lost by scores
of2-15, 9-15, 17-15, and 11-15. The sev-
enth victory came against Trinity College at
series by a count of five matches to none.
However, this year started off differently.
The Knights destroyed Flagler College dur-
ing Homecoming Weekend by scores of 15-
13, 15-2, and 15-0.
Otherconference teams that the Knights
faced included Warner Southern College
(15-0, 15-12, 15-5) Webber College (15-1,
17-15,15-5) and Florida Memorial College
(15-9, 15-2, 15-3).
Sunday, November 14, 1993
1:30 P.M.
Hull Auditorium
Southeastern University of the Health Sciences
1750 N.E.167th Street
North Miamj Beach, Florida 33162
INFORMAlION I REFRESHMENtS
To Make ReselWtions and for More Infonnation, Please Call:
(305) 949-4000 Ext 1100
Date:
Time:
Place:
SOUtHEAStERN UNIVERSllY
OF tHE HEALtH SCIENCES
CoUegesOf
Osteopathic Medicine • Pharmacy • Optometry
and the
Physician Assistant Program
Jeffrey Sponder
The Lady Knights Volleyball team is
tearing their opponents apart this year. Af-
ter starting the season at 11-4, 4-0 in the
Florida Sun Conference, the Lady Knights
have won 14 out of 16 games, and four in the
conference. The Lady Knights stand at 25-
6, and 8-1 in the Florida Sun Conference.
The excellent play of team captain
Natalie Kramer, I.
outside hitters
VanessaGuitierrez,
Anni Polacio, and
Jennifer St. Thomas, middle hitter Thelma
White, and setter Leslie Romero, has lead
the team to first place in the conference and
theirhighest ever ranking of41 in the NAIA.
Others contributing in the wins include Susie
Marti, Mona Lai, Sarah Kowalski, and
Rashida Frazier.
The Lady Knights started October by
facing conferencechampionsand foe, Flagler
College. Last year, Flagler swept the season
serving the Nova University community
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Guatemala, and Belize. The program also
sends students into the western SierraMadres
of northern Mexico. There they will be
"adopted" by a local family to learn the
language, as well as the Mayan culture.
The archeological aspect of the field
study lasts approximately two weeks, and
covers about 2,000 miles of terrain.
In order to make each trip distinct, Dr.
Barbara Brodman, coordinator of the Latin
American and Caribbean Studies Program,
tries to arrange something special.
" The 1991 odyssey took students to the
~ modern Mayan village of Chamula, wherej they met priests and medicine men, and
~ learned about native cures. The 1993 group
g. revisited Chamula, but, this time, as part of
~ an all day excursion on horseback.
;::t In 1992, the students even trekked
through a rain forest to find the ruins of the
ancient Maya city of Bonampak on the bor-
der between Mexico and Guatemala.
"It was very difficult to get to, "recalls
Barbara Brodman and Kate Godar
Rafters struggling in the Blue and Gold Canal on Homecoming weekend.
Have you heard of the Latin American
and Caribbean Studies Program at Nova
University? This program, begun in 1983, is
a 24-credit specialty curriculum that offers
students the option of enrolling in a nine-
credit field study component.
This field study, in which over sixty
students so far have participated, gives stu-
dents a grassroots archeological understand-
ing ofthe Maya culture ofsouthern Mexico,
Mexico, Guatemala, Nova?
Students immersed "in .l\layan culture
Nova students at Cmden Itza: (from top left) S. Weiss. C. Ferguson, H. Askmi. C. Pope. J. Day.
see WEEKEND on page 6
Stephanie Castonguay ~
~{l
Homecoming this year was the biggest i
and most successful ever! September 30- ~
October 2 was an action-packed weekend! ~
Thank you' s go out to the Athletic De- i
partment, Residential Life, and C.A.B. for
all their support. We send an even bigger
"thank you" to all the students, faculty, and
staff who- participated in this year's Home-
coming events.
A Raft Building/Sign Burning Party
kicked off the Homecoming weekend.
Scott Vrabel, the Sports Information
Director for Athletics, introduced the 1993
Fall Sports coaches: they in tum introduced
all the teams' players. Sonny Hanslt;y, the
Director of Athletics, along with Hal
Henderson, the Head Athletic Trainer, also
attended, supporting their athletic teams.
School spirit was at an all-time high.
The 3rd Annual Alumni Reception,
sponsored by NUBSA, was held from 7-10
p.m. The finale of the evening was the
"Homecoming 1993: 'Oh What a Night'''
sign burning.
Friday, October 1, proved to be an ex-
citing day from start to finish. The campus
hummed with preparations for the 4th An-
nual Raft Race. A tailgate party just before
the race had a big turnout, and everyone was
able to grab a burger or hot dog, before
running over to the race.
Secrecy was a top priority for some
teams entering the raft race, but for others,
just getting their raft over to the Blue and
Gold canal proved to be the number one
concern.
!
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Harvey Keitel is a
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Ob·t D· t· "SEND US. YOUR TIRED, YOUR
. .I erIc a... POOR, YOUR HUDDLED MASSES:•.
- - - p s sf: ,but not your Haitians.
90m
(apprl
.590m
(appn
Distance from Cuba to Key West
Distance from'Haiti to Key West
Here are some interesting geographi
facts since the majority of refugees tra
from Cuba and Haiti by boat:
1. Regional Selective Immigration.
2. Racism toward Haitian Immigratio
3. AmericansstillhaveNumerous ACCG
plishments to make.
Chris Kehl world ofexile. At least once a week on the been omitted when it comes to acert
news we see the U.S. Coast Guard picking groupofmy friends (African-American I
Originaltyeight Cuban refugees were up boatloads of Haitian 'refugees, and de- African-earibbean), and their dealingV\
picked up by a Mexican vessel and .saved porting .them back to Haiti, via Cuba's Haitians. This intra-racial disharmony 0
from a watery death in the GulfofMexico. 'Guantanamo Bay. Ironic, isn't it? adds petrol to the problem.
Unfortunately, only seven of those indi- Thequestion Ihave to pose to the Nova Thebigotry which exists between ra
viduals survived the ordeal, though the sur-colDtnllnity is simply, this: Why? is notto be overlooked. When thisgroOI
vivorsexperienceda happy ending to their Because they are poor, and dirty? educated, "Christian,: African-Caribbe:
ordeal. When the Mexican government Bullsbit! I'm sure that John Smith gottogether,theyjokedraucousIY.,about
issued the ~tatement that the refugees were working on Ellis Island in 1941, in the Haitians. These individuals comritented
goingto be deported back to Cuba, Cuban- height of wwn, thought the same thing of how dirty and poor the Haitians are, ~
Americans reared valiantly into action. my 4'9" German Oma(Grandmother). Yet, stated that the Haitians are suh-huma
Through massive lobbying and incred- my Oma, when given a chance, worked as a These statements put me through the I'Oi
. ibly intelligentpoliticalfinagling, those refu- productive memberofAmerican society, as This group and their feelings are i
gees were luclaly re-deported to Mexico a cook. lated to the young and ignorant, and ar
from Cuba, and then. minority ofthe act
finally reached the The question I have to pose to the Nova feelingstowardsE
United States, or community is simply this: Why? tians. However, tI:
South Florida to be ' feelings stillangen
more specific. I have much respect for Now two generations later, both my My anger urges me to take these "CbJ
Cuban-Americans, who have displayed sisterand myselfare the first in our family to tians" to one of the local Davie Ku K
strength and .determination for their kin- go straight from high school to college. The Klan meetings for some brews, "good ;
dred, but I am very disturbed by the actions point is that my kin were given a chance the tured" jokes, and racial terrorism, with ti
of our American government. Haitians currently are not. left over for them to distribute their "P
Just to reassure my friends of Cuban Because they are Black? White" publicationjust 150 yards from I
heritage, I am not saying that these seven That's probably closer to the truth for W. Goodwin Hall.
human beings should have been denied en- "White America." The major reason that I hope that the major points were co
trance to this country, but if we can show these strong willed, hard workingpeople are prehended by the reader and if not, here i
open arms for persecuted Cubans, why not being denied the simple freedoms we take brief synopsis:
persecuted Haitians? for granted is racism. On top of the bigotry
Now Wait!!!! between races we heap another injustice.
Some readers are already making faces, The injustice that I'm talking about is big-
turning to Jeff Sponder's Sports Page and otry inside an ethnic grouping.
cursing my first born. However, as college What! hadlearned from being an active
students and/orstaffmembers, shouldn't we memberofN.U.B.S.A. in my freshman year
occasionally reflect on the inequalities we (unfortunately, I plead guilty to being inac-
are blind to every minute of every day? tive since then) was that "people of color,"
This, by far, is not the most pertinent in- andallotherraces(Hispanic,Oriental,White,
equality in this ignorantandarrogantAmeri- etc.), no matter where they were born, come
can society, but it is very relevant here in from the motherland of Africa.
South Florida. The principles I learned were to unify,
For the past two years in South Florida, educate, and promote a general acceptance
I have seen and heard of Haitians living in a of others. Woefully, these principles have
The goings-
on in Haiti
Elizabeth Remponeau
As many of us watch the events hap-
pe~ng in Haiti, some, if not all, of our
predictions seem to be coming true. Some
. ofuS predicted the occupation of Haiti by
foreign troops, namely the United States
troops. It is happening.
Some of us said Aristide would never
go back to Haiti. His re-enter date, October
, 18, 1993, was postponed. Others said if
Aristide does re-enter, he will only be met
with hostility by those who remain in Haiti
unhappy, unsatisfied, and unwilling.
It would be nice to see people with
power and/or potential use their individual
resources wisely. Troops should not be sent
into Haiti as a band-aid to heal the wounds
of those who feel the U.S. government's
rejection of Haitian refugees is racist.
Rather, itwould seem beneficial to send
teachers, doctors, and other people in vari-
ous fields such as home economics, ac-
counting, international business, banking,
plumbing,andmany moreprofessionalfields
to help Haiti rebuild itselfin the areas where
it most needs help. One of the most impor-
tant areas is agriculture.
Volunteers who have left Haiti within
the last 20 years or so could re-enter Haiti
with minimal protection in a less militant
way. This plan could work because the
more people who would be encouraged to
enter the country, the more help the country
would actually receive. _
PresidentClinton's gesture to help Hai-
tians feel safe in Haiti is less beneficial to the
country and its occupants, Haitian and non-
Haitian, than he could possibly know. If
President Clinton did know, he would not
have sent the troops in the first place.
't
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Football Frenzy?
FIN folks and Wig .. Warn boys at JRS
...our humble opinions
A rather bizarre occurrence happened upon Dolphin
player, Brian COX'S, entrance onto the field.
Kimber Sharp
I am not a sports fan. So, it was with a
great deal of pressure that I was compelled
to attend a football game at Joe Robbie
Stadium. The game: the Miami Dolphins
versus the Washington Redskins.
When I think of sports, whether it be
football, baseball, or basketball, I cannot
help but remember some deranged fans I've
witnesses who scream, yell, fight, and act
savagely in the name ofbeing an aficionado
of carious athletics.
I cannot force myself to scream and
bicker with the tiny figures in motion on a
television screen. Any attempted reasoning
ofthis fact brings me to the Orwellian notion
of the Two Minute Hate. This is terrifying:
People throwing items and screaming re-
marks of hatred vehemently at a televised
picture of their "enemy," all in the name of
patriotism.
I had mixed reactions about the game.
It was a lot different from what I had antici-
pated. Approaching the stadium was like
gaining entrance into an entirely new uni-
verse, with new rules, dimensions, and
strange fashion sense.
The stadium itself is mammoth. Once
on the inside, things take on a rather strange
meaning to someone who isn't an orthodox
sports fan.
Upon entering, my friends made a bee-
line for the huge escalator (which spans 8 or
so stories). Since I'm terrified of heights, I
had to decline. I'd rather walk than take my
chances on that thing! To my luck it was
closed, and they had to take the tiny escala-
tor (although, even this escalator was by no
means tiny! It was making me sicU).
Once up to our level, we walked around
the oval to our section. On the way I think
we must have passed every type of conces-
sion stand in existence. There were Italian
sausage sandwiches, arepas (cornbread pat-
ties lightly cooked with mozzarella cheese
in them), hot dogs, pretzels, lemonade
slushies, Carvel ice cream, TCBY yogurt,
DOMINO'S pizza, and every single kind of
alcoholic drink stand that you could imag-
ine.
Finally, we were on the top story look-
ing out over the crowd filtering. I decided to
stroll around before the game started and do
a bit of people watching. What I saw was
rather interesting.
I ran into the "FIN PEOPLE." These
are a group of guys who support their team
by dressing like Aqua-Man. They were
decked out in bright orange
T-shirts, aquashorts, orangepantyhose,
and aqua booties. To add to the mystique
they were searching for, they completed
their ensemble with latex gloves, a long
cape with the Miami Dolphins logo, comi-
cal face paint, and the obligatory, bright
orange "FIN." This find was about two feet
in height and is worn on the person's head.
Needless to say, I surmised that these were
Dolphin fans.
Since there are television sets about
every ten feet (yet another Orwellian no-
tion), I noticed it was about game time. I
made my way back to my seat.
As I was sitting down, my friends and I,
along with all the other Dolphin fans in our
section, noticed an Indian chief and his
posse invading our zone. This chief was
dressed in a suede outfit with virtually tons
offringe dangling offevery appendage. He
had red skin (with the help ofa little paint, of
course), and a humongous Indian headdress.
With Van Halen blasting out of the
scoreboard speakers, the game finally be-
gan.
A rather bizarre occurrence happened
upon Dolphin player, Brian Cox's, entrance
onto the field. Everyone, and I mean every-
one, young and old, for as far as the eye
could see, stood up and gave the "one-finger
salute," whilst chanting "Go Brian!" My
friend later informed my why this was going
on, and I must say, I thought it was bloody
hysterical !
Winning the coin toss, Dolphin player,
Tony Martin, promptly strolled down the
field to score the first touchdown of the
game. This prompted some cat-calling to
the chief in my Dolphin sector.
With a blatant show of ego, a herd of
"Dolfans" kindly greeted him as "wig-wam
boy." He then stood up and made a pro-
see DOLFANS on page 13
EVERY TEST DOESN'T HAVE
TO BE A STRESS TEST.
t8.. ; ...,4::. • , I~1HE .: .
RENFREw CENTER
EMPowslftIC WOWEN TO IECUIM THB' Lim
1-8OOJ32-8415
Most insurance accepted
Food gets me
through my
nights.
You're at school. Maybe
alone for the first time.
Having classes that are
unbelievably hard -- the
pressure is. on. As life gets
~_-,I more intense, you get more
obsessed with food. You eat,
constantly. Hinging and sometimes
purging. Or you diet as though a
morsel of food would kill you.
We understand what you're
going through. The Renfrew Center,
known nationally for the successful
treatment of thousands ofwomen
with disordered eating.
D.-sgust.-ng offers individual and gr"ouptherapy programs dunng
the day. evenings and
weekends. We have a program near
you that will fit into your schedule.
and help you manage your life.
Please call today.
I ~ Call1-800-332-1U15 to,
ou, frH Inform.flon sh.."
FOOD & ME. It's/mpotUnt
food to, thought.
If I eat
Pizza. I
feel
~-t::i-=~~ .!II-.
........ ..a::
~l;;
QQ.)~~
I I __
Practicing for tests can help raise your scores and lower
your anxiety. And Cliffs StudyWare" has the most complete
test preparation programs available for your computer. Get
a free Test Survival Kit, details at:
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Arts and Literature Nothing left to the imaginatio
• I Bad Lieutenant reflects society's vices
The Broward Center for The Performing Arts
November concert calendar
Friday, November 19: Art Garfunkel will perform. Mr. Garfunkel
has influenced three decades of popular music. His extraordinary
collaboration with Paul Simon yielded countless classics, including
Bridge Over Troubled Water.
For more information regarding concert times,
prices, and location, contact the Broward Center's
box office at 462-0222, or any TicketMaster outlet at,
523-3309 in Broward, 358-5885 in Dade, or 966-3309
in Palm Beach.
young motorists on a desolate street, ;
when he spies on a nun recovering from r:
at a hospital.
The issue ofbreaking the law to pur
selfish pleasure is central to this film. (
cannot avoid judging personal feelings
garding each ofour culture's taboos as tl
are boldly dramatized. In this way, respl
sible men and women can experience t
importantworkofartand reflect upon clos
held attitudes toward subjects which rar
surface in polite society.
Bad Lieutenant is First Amendm
film making at its most exciting, leading
cinematic trend of leaving nothing to
imagination. Opponents of sexism, brut
ity, and illegal activities in movies certail
will take issue with this film----,as they h~
in the past with Ferrara's allegorical D ril
Killer, and the surreal, poetic Ms. 45.
The censors would have a valid ar!
ment if Bad Lieutenant were available
children. However, since the producl
agreed to label it as "NC-17," and the vidf
tape box is prominently marked as such, '
must trust video store operators to rent t
film accordingly.
It sh9uld be noted that Blockbuster
peddling a bowdlerized "R-rated" versi
which has many key visuals deleted; tl
censorship is beyond the artist's control a
renting this film from Blockbuster SUppOI
, this fascist practice. Rent the tape only il
can be ascertained that the version is "N!
17."
iVt.n & u:i'~J) 'J '~J.H:i
STAINED GLASS, CRAFTS
AVON Distributor
a. Campos·
'" Closet
CRAFTERS WANTED
··i·i:i::ii::i:!··!••4:1.11··!!·~:~:ill::i
M·F l1·T • Sat.l0·8
StainedOm cbre 01&pmnist:s
Come watch!
6510 S.w. 39 Street, Davie
Corner of Davie Rd•• Nova Centre •
Behind Farm Store
583·9798
Ja.S...Awe"'UIltI~
Bad Lieutenant is First Amendment
film making at its most exciting.
Bad Lieutenant is about all the things
children are taught to fear and avoid when
they grow up. DirectorAbel Ferrara follows
a corrupt police lieutenant (Harvey Keitel)
through his days of excess, decay, and im-
minent demise.
The lieutenant leads a charmed life in
which he witnesses and internalizes the ills
of modem society. He snorts cocaine,
gambles, drinks, smokes crack, injects
heroin, lies, steals, sees prostitutes, and se-
verely abuses his police power.
Ferrara tries hard to depict the lieuten-
ant as a modem man in our disintegrating
culture. This is most obvious when we see
Keitel's character as a corrupt official, con-
Jason Domasky
tributing heavily to civilization's downfall.
However, the intention is most adroitly con-
veyed when the viewer realizes the lieuten-
ant is a victim of other "modem men:" a
proficient citizen of the seedy world left
over from years ofdebauchery and nihilism.
The magic of cinema is fully exploited
by Ferraraas he showcases every vice ofour
society in graphic detail. Bad Lieutenant's
subject matter is perfectly suited for the film
medium, communicating specifically to the
individual viewer rather than to the audi-
ence as an impersonal whole.
When the lieutenant breaks down and
questions his existenceandpain, Jesus Christ
, appears before him, bloodied and strikingly
similar. This stunning visual metaphor is
not restrained as it would
be in other movies. We
clearly see what the lieu-
tenant sees, just as in ear-
lier key scenes when his
jaded eyes survey the
corpses of two murdered
women, when he domi-
nates and degrades two
"
Saturday, November 13: One of the
brightest stars of country music, Crystal
Gayle, to perform in concert. She has re-
corded almost three dozen hit records, in-
cluding the Grammy Award-winning smash, Don't It Make My Brown
Eyes Blue.
"Melting Pot
news brief
Thursday, November 11: It's The
Best ofGilbert and Sullivan, featuring stars
of the famous D'Oyly Carte Opera Com-
pany. The program, full of British wit and
romance, features memorable melodies from
the best-loved operas, including The Mi-
kado, The Pirates of Penzance, and HMS
Pinafore.
Jack D. has just puked down Johnny's throat
And "Sugar-Cane" Mary left her goat
To rot inside his sailess boat
with a piercing wince
She turns to gloat
Humility is one thing she would not endeavor.
Friday, November 12: Stravinsky's
classic Firebird will be performed by the
Ballet Nacional de Caracas. Under the di-
rection of Maestro Vicente Nebrada, this
company of 40 has been lauded for its pas-
sionate interpretations and astounding tech-
nique.
And me?
Who am I to sit and think
Or drink?
While I lay here on the brink
With dirty dishes to do in my sink
It seems like they've been here forever.
A chinaman's wai tin' on an empty booth
But the tip he got could give a derelict couth
Instead he blew it on his vision of truth
And half a bottle of cheap vermouth
Blind must only be half the crutch.
Monet has runaway, with her chaperone's ghost
AD. J ., who couldn't stay, and fled for the coas t
Takin' all her bread
Leavin' her with toast
And an off-peak ticket is all that she can boast
But where she's heade~? K~""
God couldn' t do the dlrectlng. t'~'~~ '~~
Marduk has succumbed to the snares t'~,,; '~~ '"\._.
~d all the greed that fortw:e bears ", ,:.,. ... I.~', '-.' /"",.:.: "
H1S only thoughts we::e ~terlal cares ," ,',a ~,.,:~ .t,,'"But they have left hlm wlth mental fares '::" ",,.;"::!j -. ,-
What use is money '~ _~\., " ~,
If it can't fix what needs correcting? _~,_ .'?
Races linked with wax and string
Colored queers soar on shattered wings
With Might and Magic come peasants and king
In a chorus not compelled to sing
We stand defined by those we cannot touch.
poetry by Preston Frenkel
the Halloween issue the knight page 5
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Student Dictionary
P.O. Box 2201
Warminster, PA 18974
news brief
What's the best way for students to
prepare for jobs in the real world? By
arming themselves with real-world experi-
ence. Students can gain that experience by
participating in the sixth annual AT&T Col-
legiate Investment Challenge, October 11
through December 10.
The Collegiate Challenge is a nation-
wide educational stock trading competition
that helps students learn the ups and downs
of the stock market without risking real
money.
Players start with a fictional $500,000
account and use a toll-free AT&T800 num-
ber to trade more than 8,000 stocks. Stu-
dents execute their buy and sell orders
through a staffof brokers who provide real-
time quotes and individual portfolio infor-
mation.
For an entry fee of $39.95, participants
receive a comprehensive gamepackage with
rules and instructions.
The grand prize is a 1994 Pontiac
FirebirdFormula, $5,000in cash, and $1,2OC
in AT&T Long Distance Certificates.
For more information or to participate ir;
the Challenge, call 1-800-545-1975, Ext. 97.
Free Credit Terms
Brochure from AMEX
news brief
The American Express Company ha~
been marketing its charge card to college
students since 1978. A charge card, unlike
a credit card, requires the customer to pa)
each monthly bill in full, but charges nc
interest.
As part of its ongoing consumer educa·
tion program, American Express has devel·
oped the brochure-A Student's Plain En·
glish Dictionary of Credit Terms-to edu·
cate college students on how to use credil
wisely.
The Dictionary thoroughly explore~
common terms such as annual fee, credi:
limit, grace period, and over-the-limit fee. I
also includes tips to assist college student:
in becoming financially responsible.
To obtain afree copy of the brochure
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to,
Investment Challenge
The
Interns are an integral part of the White
House staff, and are utilized in many differ-
ent offices. Although some of the intern's
time is spent doing administrative work, all
offices have designed substantive projects
for them.
There are four intern sessions eachyear:
12-weeksessions in the Fall and Spring, and
two six-week Summer sessions. Fall and
Spring Interns must be able to work at least
25 hours a week.
For those students who are interested in
the Fall or Spring Session, but are unable to
commit to 25 hours a week, the White House
has a very active Volunteer Program to
assist you. The White House is also looking
for students interested in volunteering dur-
ing their Winter Break.
For additional information re-
garding White House internships. see
Elizabeth Frazier (475-7347) in Stu-
dent Affairs, Room 300. in the Parker
building.
news brief
Knight Knuggets
The White House
is looking for
interns!
news brief
Scholarships, grants, and loans can pro-
vide from hundreds to thousands of dollars
to covercollege and vocational school costs.
However,the money is not always easy to
find.
Last year, Richard Coyle, a teacher at
Killian High School, began Scholarship
Search to help his students find money to
pay for their college tuition. Scholarship
Search is a computer database Coyle com-
piled whenhe was researching financial aid
possibilities for his own children.
Coyle noticed that many students do
not want to take the time to research aid
sources. Numerous scholarships go unused
because no one applies.
Coyle cnarges $49.95 for his service to
high school sen!ors and college students.
For more information about Scholar-
shipServiceInternational, call RichardCoyle
at 380-6523 between 9 a.m. and 9 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.
* Taken from The Miami Herald, Sun-
day, September 12, 1993.
Through Scholarship Search
Find Financial Aid
..:ck
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news brief
The Barry M. Goldwater Scholar-
ship and Excellence in Education Foun-
dation has created a scholarship pro-
. gram to attract students into careers in
mathematics, the natural sciences, or
an eligible engineering discipline.
Scholarships are awarded on the
basis of merit to students who are sopho-
mores or juniors during the 1993-94
academic year, have excellent academic
records, and have demonstrated an in-
terest in and potential for careers in the
above disciplines.
The scholarship covers eligible ex-
penses for tuition, fees, books, and room
and board to a maximum of $7,000 per
academic year. Junior scholarship re-
cipients are eligible for two years of
support, or until the baccalaureate de-
gree is received.
This is a very competitive national
program. There are 300 scholarships to
be awarded, and last year there were
1900 applicants. The application is
lengthy and the deadline is December
15, 1993. Nova University can nomi-
nate up to four "highly qualified" stu-
dents.
For more information, see Dr.
Curtis Burney at the Parker Sci-ence
Annex or the Oceanographic Center,
or call 370-5672 or 920-1978.
APJ.(/IP(7j~/ffjJk~--'-~W~iiftSLI ~_!I
PO Box 80728, Uncoin. NE 68501
~ CLIFFS QUICK REVIEWS ......
When you need help preparing for a test, think Quick. Cliffs
Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader in
study guides: Cliffs Notes.
Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid
understanding of introductory college
courses. They are perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before quizzes.
midterms and finals.
Do better in the classroom. and on papers
and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews.
news brief
Due to the outstanding record of pay-
ment on NDSLlPerkins loans, Nova's de-
fault rate has been reduced from 6.87 per-
cent a year ago to less than 5.05 percent, one
of the lowest in the country.
Nova University's Bursar's Office is
sponsoring a contest open to students, staff,
and faculty for the best ''Thank You" letter
to borrowers for repayment of their NDSU
Perkins loans.
In 100 words or less, entrants should
express Nova's gratitude in any mood-
humorous, poetic, or however they wish.
One or more typed entries may be sub-
mitted, by November 10, to the Bursar's
Office, located on the third floor of the
Parker Building. Judges will be Dan
Sullivan, Ken Dose, and Chris Childree.
1st place will be $100 cash and 2nd
place will be $50 cash. The winning entry
will published in The Knight.
ContactMs. Tammy Orefice, Bursar, at
(305) 452-1560.
Win $100 cash! Scholarship
...in the Bursar's Office Contest 0 p p 0 rtunity
IPerkin". 2'baJ2k You Entry Form I
Please fill oullhis form and attach it 10 your entry.
f;llNam'7 ~-=--=-=--=--=-= - =1
'
Program/Department , -----1
Daytime Telephone
Evenlng Telephone
~~~A~C~~~ .=-::.--=--...=-_ ::J
Return forms and attached entries to the
Bursar's Office, in the Parker Building, Suite,
347. The deadline is November 10, 1993.
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Raft racIng and contagIous danl
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background, they announced thl
winners: Freshman Court, Mike
FlaviaBromberger; Sophomore c
Villafana and Annie Pelacio; Ju
CameronMalin andGayle Applel
and Queen, Cleveland Fergusonn
Amacher.
The dance and the wacky H<J
weekend wound down and stude
back to the Rosenthal Student C
ing Hall to enjoy a 1o'clock in tt
breakfast buffet.
Thanks again to everyone w
in one way or another, to make I
ing 1993 a success. It can only
over time, so if anyone has an:
suggestions for Homecoming 19C
the StudentLife office and ask for
Castonguay. Let me know about
at the Rolling Hills Country Cll
the expertise of Corey Brun
DiGiallonardo, and others, th
banners went up with relative,
The tables were set, the bal
to go, and so were we...that is,
change, and get back in tim!
dance began.
The arrivals started at Rol
9:30 p.m., and by 10:15 p.rn
almost a full house. The main al
year was a band called "Crosse
style ofmusic, and their lead sin
siasm were visibly contagiOl
jumped up OIit of their chairs tc
did not sit down for most ofthe n
until it was time to announce the
ing candidates.
Past Homecoming Queel
Vosseller (1992) and Leah Gio!
a fantastic job announcing this y
dates. As this year's HomecOl
song, "Oh What a Night," was p
~bi ~Ipba ]!lelta I!!-..
LET YOUR FEET DO THE WALKING!
ATTEND THE NEXT MEETING OF
PHI ALPHA DELTA, NOVA'S PRE-LAW
FRATERNITY.
MmN: November 4
WHERE: Rosenthal StUdent Center
1:I.HE: 6:00 p •••
Following the meeting, at 6:30 p.m.,
fraternity members will welcome a
guest speaker from Guardian
Ad Litem.
All who are interested in VOlunteering =
tim: ~or this organization are welcome "4 ~
to )01.n us on November 4. ~::
Hope to see you there! ,§
For ~ore information, please contact ~
Marg~e Booker at 452-9530. ::
~ ~
Thanks to Dr. Barbara Brodman, who helpedflip burgers, and
ofhers, this team was finally able to get over to the starting
It seems that a team built their raft in the
wrong area, and it was too heavy to carry to
the right location. Thanks to Dr. Barbara
Brodman, who helped flip burgers, and a
friend of hers, this team was finally able to
get over to the starting line.
They showed upjust in the nickoftime!
As soon as their raft was in the water, the
race began! Ofcourse, all the other commo-
tion had already occurred. Rafts had flipped,
barrels had flown through the air, and last
minute adjustments had been made before
the race could begin.
Finally, before the tension burst, the
rafts were off! Some teams sunk, and others
hung on, rowing with theirbodies mostly
underwater, but determined to finish.
The winning team, "To FloatOr Not To
Float," was led by Mike Cali, and included
MariaMenendez, AdonicaBlackman, Billie
Donahue, Margie Booker, and Jamie Coo-
from the cover
It is agreat shock at the age offi ve or six
to find out that in a world of Gary Coopers
you are the Indian.
-James Baldwin, speech
If you turn your back on these people,
you yourself are an animal. You may be a
well-dressed animal, but you are neverthe-
less an animal.
-Edward Koch, on the AIDS epidemic,
State of the City Address, New York
City, March 16,1987
Reared as we were in a youth-and
beauty-oriented society, we measured our-
selves by our ornamental value.
-JanetHarris, The Prime ofMs. America,
1975
An idea isn't responsible for the people
who believe in it.
-Don Marquis
A silent majority and government by
the people are incompatible....
-Tom Hayden
riched," states Dr. Brodmanenthusiastically.
This year the existing field study pro-
gram will be expanded to include summer
sessions in International Business arid Bi-
lingual, Education. A semester-long pro-
gram in Mexico is presently being devel-
oped for the 1994-95 academic year.
If any students would like information
on the Field Study Program or the Latin
American and Caribbean Studies specialty,
contact Dr. Barbara Brodman at 475-7001.
Whether or not they return to Mexico,
many of these graduates end up pursuing
careers in which they are able to use their
newly acquired skills. All say they have a
better understanding of the world and their
place in it, comments Dr. Brodman.
"When my students start looking for
jobs, they can point to a level ofcompetency
that employers find very attractive. I've had
students from every possible major, and all
come back to tell me that their lives, both
personal and professional, have been en-
Ko.-ner
of ponderables
"Another member ofthe group became engaged
last week to the son ofInstituto Fenix's Director!"
The man who makes no mistakes does
not usually make anything.
-Bishop W. C. Magee
compiled by Kim Dinkel
Conscience is the inner voice that warns
us that someone may be looking.
-H. L. Mencken
Dreams are the touchstones ofourchar-
acters.
,-Henry David Thoreau
The important thing is not to stop ques-
tioning.
-Albert Einstein
Every society honors its live conform-
ists and its dead troublemakers.
-Mignon McLaughlin
I have never been able to understand
why it is thatjust because I am unintelligible
nobody understands me.
-Milton Mayer
per. Each team member won two tickets to
the Homecoming Dance, held October 2,
and a room at Rolling Hills for the same
night.
After the race,everyone moved over to
the athletic fields to watch Nova's soccer
----------------------------------;\ team beat_Lindenwood College.
On SaturdaJ. October 2, the members
of ~'l!dentLife and students alike met over
at the Gloria Dei Gym to support the Volley-
ball team against FlaglerCollege. Everyone
grabbed a bite to eat under the tent, and then
moved inside to cheer on the Lady Knights
to a Homecoming victory.
Preparations for the Homecoming
Dance began at 3 p.m. With decorations to
be put up, and last minute details to finalize,
a group of 20 students from various clubs,
organizations, fraternities, and sororities met
Love ADlong the Ruins
lVIayan lVIadness in the Yucatan
ably themost emotionally compelling expe-
rience of the trip. Few leave Chalchihuites
withoutcrying, and mostvow to come back."
Some, however, actually do revisit. .
"Of this year's group, one student i~
returning for a full year to teach English at
Instituto Fenix, the language school with
which our Chalchihuites program is affili-
ated," beams Brodman. "Another member
of the group became engaged last week to
the son ofInstituto Fenix's Director!"
Dr. Brodman. "If took eight hours on foot,
some of the time in near-total darkness. We
navigated partly by feel, partly by flash-
light."
The final five weeks ofthe field study is
spent in the vitlage of Chalchihuites. Here
students are expected to undertake chores
and perform volunteer services.
Though demanding, Dr. Brodman
thinks rural life has its rewards. "It's prob-
Quo~e
A potpourri
from the cover
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The Internet down under
EDlotions in virtual space
SIDile!
Kim Dinkel
Spy I> i spa t ~. h
GREEK TRAGEDIE.S
(FOllllOre of ltJese.!p ilto GopheTand then the HumoropIilnJ
see SMlLEYS on page 10
Nova's Polaris system is expanding at
an ever increasing rate, and many ofyou are
new users familiarizing yourself with the
menu. The Internet system is a culture
within itself. Here are some suggestions you
may want to keep in mind to help you.
Don't clog people's mailbox with un-
necessary messages. One person's cute
message is anotherperson'sjunkmail. Make
sure there is a legitimate purpose behind the
message you send. The system is a great tool
to explore and have fun with, but please be
considerate of others. Abuse of this privi-
lege by ORe student will lead to itbeing taken
away from all students.
Remember that letters can be acciden-
tally mailed to the wrong person, or some-
one can easily forward a message to some-
one else that you intended for only one
person to see. Be careful in what you mail
out. Messages can come back to haunt you,
because unlike normal conversations, there
is a physical written record ofwhat you said.
Just a word of warning based on my
experience with the Polaris system: don't
hold emotionally sensitive discussions on-
line or use e-mail to resolve conflicts with a
friend or significant other. What you mean
by typing something on-line often translates
very differently on the other end. Don't use
the system as a substitute for important one
on one conversations. It often leads to big
misunderstandings.
This leads to another point about mis-
communication. You may say something
funny to someone on-line, but humor and
similar emotions don't translate well over a
computer screen. You can consider differ-
ent methods to solve this, but one that is
popular is using somethingcalleda"smiley."
What you do is after writing .some hu-
morous or happy statement, you place this
symbol after it: :)
If you employ a little imagination and
look at it the right way, it is a sideways smile.
It helps that person on the other end better
understand what you mean.
Hereare someotherexamplesofsrnileys
taken from David Sanderson's list:
HALL OF LAME
Pathetic NCAA Violations
Auburn University, February 1989: The
head tennis coach lent a student athlete
$20 cash for a phone bill.
Middle Tennessee State University,
1987-88 academic year: The head
basketball coach gave a prospect's
mother a white MTSU teddy bear.
Mississippi College, 1988: A track
prospect was offered full tuition and
expenses if his father, a car dealer, gave
the athletic department a car.
Oklahoma State University, June 1989:
A wrestling coach paid for $1,333.24 in
repairs to an athlete's pickup truck.
University ofthe South, October 1990:
A basketball coach gave a prospect a
Sewanee Basketball shirt and a pair of
sneakers. When the prospect enrolled
the following year, the coach gave him a
second pai r of sneakers.
Simpson College, fall 1989: A member
of the board of trustees lent an athlete
$174 for an eye exam and glasses,
$2,500 toward the purchase of a
motorcycle and $120 for insurance on it.
Syracuse University, 1988-90: Four
male student athletes and one female
received a total of 24 free haircuts. Two
other male student athletes received
free facials and manicures.
University of Texas, Pan American,
:ummer 1989: A basketball coach gave
a prospect a pair of green-and-white
Converse high-tops (size 15). )
pricking me!/I Res ipsa loquitur.
. Chemistry professor John Wood of
the University of'Minnesota was found
not guilty of manufacturing synthetic
heroin in a university lab in 1990.
Wood testified, "My purpose was
basically a humanitarian one. I thought
I was making an analgesic for a
legitimate operation in Rio de Janeiro."
In 1989, in a widely reported
incident, American University president
Richard Berendzen resigned after
admitting he'd made obscene phone
calls from his office. Recently, and
much more quietly, Berendzen returned
to American as an astronomy professor.
TENURE BENDERS
pledges talk in caricatured black speech
in an event dubbed Nigger Night.
1:AE, Texas A&M At a "jungle/l party
at which pledges wore blackface and
grass skirts, brothers costumed in
military garb hunted the pledges, who
defended themselves with spears.
cI>B~, Southern University Pledge
Derone Walker was blinded by a blow to
the head with a frying pan.
'flY and 1:A, Cornell Police believe that
Sigma Terrence Quinn climbed into the
chimney inthe PU house as a joke while
drunk. His body was found three days
after he disappeared when PU members
opened the flue to start a fire and
Quinn's jeans and sneakers fell out.
ATil, Indiana University Brother Dennis
Jay was hospitalized with a .48 blood-
alcohol level after drinking malt liquor,
wine and whiskey from a "beer bong./I
L\cI>K, Merrimack College Three
members were rendered unconscious,
one with a blood-alcohol level of .30'~""
during a pledge party. I"
cI>rL\ UC Berkeley Pledge John 'Mon~ello fell from a fire escape, ...
intoxicated, and died.
AcI>A, Drexel University Rosario d
Pagnotti died afte.r falling intoxicated
from the frat roof.
~cI>/ University of Vermont Jonathan
McNamara fell to his death about 50
feet from the rock ledges near Burlington
while he and others were cleaning up
after a party. He had been drinking.
DC and L\L\L\, Ohio State University The first sign of trouble with Southern
Sigma Joseph Prest fell asleep on the Illinois University theater professor
Deltas' roof with his girlfriend. She John Staniunas came when he cast
awoke in the middle of the night and himself in the coveted role of Romeo in
went inside the sorority house. He later a school production. His performance
fell to his death. earned him a lot of resentment and-
Z'I' and ~cI>E, University of Washington especially his skipping during a fight
Zeta Chris Putnam was seized by scene-a lot of laughs. Nonetheless,
Sigmas, thrown out the window of his Staniunas continued to try to hang out
house, dragged back inside and thrown with the kids. At a costume party he
out a second window. The Sigmas showed up dressed in pantaloons, pirate
believed that the Zetas had lit M-80 shirt and wide hat, only to sit in the
firecrackers the previous night. corner and smoke; when a student asked
cI>B~, Clark Atlanta University Pledge what he was supposed to be, he gave
Roderick Green suffered severe kidney him the finger. But Staniunas's most
damage after a brutal paddling by frat memorable performance came at the
members. year-end Theatre Guild Picnic, where he
OYcI>, Clark Atlanta Pledge James Bush got drunk and collapsed on the grass.
suffered kidney damage when he was Students wrapped him in toilet paper,
brutally paddled. says one participant, "dancing around
1:AE and ATil, USC Sigma Michael him like he was a Maypole./I The
Scott Crowell was seriously beaten by a semiconscious Staniunas then eyed the
group of Alphas after he failed to heed picnic's roast pig, pointed to his own
their warning not to walk in front of anus and bellowed, "Give me some
their house with his girlfriend. pork./I He then chugged a two-liter
tJ.Y, Rutgers University The fraternity bottle of soda and started "throwing up,
was banned in 1991 for, among other projectile vomiting./I Staniunas is now
offenses, branding pledges' buttocks. an assistant professor at the University
tJ.KE, Louisiana Tech University of Wisconsin at Madison, where he will
Previously under suspension for no doubt fit in better.
allegedly decorating its Christmas tree For psychology professor Philip
with dead cats, Delta Kappa was ZimbardQ of Stanford, the old adage that
suspended again for branding new those who can't, teach, is particularly
members on the arms. apt. This is because Zimbardo teaches
cI>~, U Va. The frat was censured by hypnosis and, in testing its powers,-Iikes
the university after members hired two to explore the area of human pain. One
women to strip and perform oral sex student described how Zimbardo tried to
during rush week. make a group think their hands were
cI>KY, Rider College The fratmad~e... "" numb and heavy and then stabbed their
•• hands with pins: "It really hurt. He kept~ ~
Black Eye
Bozo the Clown
Scuba smiley
Party Outfit
Beaker, from the Muppets
Hairline, Glasses, Moustache
Frog
Rudolph the Reindeer
!-(
*:o)
}8-}
*<8-}x
*8-}
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For further infonnation, contact:
"The Future of the Dinner Party"
Meridith Dalglish (ceramicist who worked (
Dinner Party")
"The Dinner Party"
Sunday, November 7, 1993
3970 Northwest 21Avenue~ •
Fort Lauderdale /~.
2:00 - 4:30 PM
To benefit Through the Flower, a no
organization committed to the permc;
housing of Judy Chicago's "The Dinne
Dessert for ttThe Dinner Pa
A Champagne and Dessert Affa:
. '~" ~c:(
i
Dade/Broward Sandy Korn (305) 752
Palm Beach Alice Coane (407) 482
Gloria Alpert (407) 482
Film:
Speaker:
What:
When:
Where:
HOLISTIC l~fASSA~
OF HOLLYWOOD
Highly Trained State Licensed Therapists-Clean Comfortable}
Swedish Massage ~ Accupressure • Deep 1
r~-:-5-(iO-O-FF--L:.;;M-;2;
. I q) • w/ad. Exp. 11/1
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~
"Treat Yourself to a REAL lvfassage"
2883 S. University Dr. Hours: Mon
1 Mile S. of 595 ..Give The Gift Of Health." Sat 9-6 Su
(305)-424-0055 Gift Certificates Available Call for an
Books, posters, and postcards will be on sale. Also, there will
raffle. Please join us in celebration of women's history and art. Yc
will help to bring "The Dinner Party" out of storage and onto disp
women's contributions to history will be forever recognized .
Time:
Cause:
There is a minimum donation of $20.00 per person.
* Advance reservations requested ;<
,1:~
..
A Message From The Outsider's Society:
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
: For Only S3 .. 00!!! :
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
N.A.T.U.R.E. To S-ponsor
Biological Forums
For further information,
please contact N.A. T. U.R.E.
President, David Nurbin via
electronic mail (user name:
nurbind).
New professor, ~r. Joshua
Faiogold, will give an enthralling
presentation dealing with the
present ecology of the Galopagos
Islands.
Dr. Curtis Burney will speak about
the Sea Turtle Preservation
Project, and it's effect on our
modern day ecological balance.
Featured speakers will include:
This offer is ONLYvalid for Nova University commuter
students with current Nova I.D.! You may pick up one
coupon per Wednesday per person. You must present
your Nova J.D. upon receiving your coupon.
N.A.T.U.R.E. (Nova'sAdventure Toward Understanding and Researching
Earth), will be sponsoring biological forums in order to enlighten
those interested in the earth's fragile series of ecosystems. Forum
dates and times will be announced in THE KNIGHT Newspaper,
and via electronic maiL
Notice: Nova stu~ents currently enrolled in various DAKA meal plans are ineligible.
The Concept
In the early 1970's, when the Women's Movement bec
visible, Judy Chicago burst on the national scene with her VI
depicting the lives of real women.
Chicago conceived The Dinner Partyin 1974, with a goal!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Irespect for women and women's art, and to make it accessibl
audience.
"I firmly believed that if art speaks clearly about somethil
to people's lives, it can change the way they perceive re
Chicago.
In 1979, the work was first exhibited in San Franciscc
breaking crowds. It has been shown fourteen times in sil
around the world. But because the work was getting too I
decision was -made to put The Dinne.r Party into storage in
In ten years, over a million people have seen this project,
museum has offered housing for the work. Therefore, it is ul
like us to see that women's history is displayed for generatiol
Attention Commuters!!!
Nova University Student Life and DAKA Food Service present
[IWILD WEDNBSDAYS~J
Palllplellloose
* A deli sandwich of the day with pickle, chips, soda,
and dessert ~
* De~icious salad bar, so.up, soda, and dessert ~1?iI/f1'"
* Gnlled hamburger, fnes, soda, and dessert ~li
Contact Gwynn:tv1cDaniel,CommuterAffairs liaison,
in the Student Lite Office, located in the Rosenthal Student
Center, to pick up a lunch or dinner coupon that will entitle
- you to a delicious DAKA Meal Deal! ,;:;
,..'( \J~ \ "~7j;';~
You can choose from the following: ~~?
~
I, '
the Halloween issue the knight pc.
Fuzhen Zhang (left) and David Simon (righl
Mahmood Shivji, an adjunct profes
of Nova's Oceanographic Institute, con
to Nova from the University ofWashingt
Seattle. Dr. Shivji is a member of Nov
Science Task Force Subcommittee and
Joint Science Faculty. Courses he is teal
ing include Biology I, Cellular and Molec
lar Biology, and Genetics.
Mahmood Shivji.
Joshua Feingold.
------_•..--"
Potpourr:
David Simon, another new professor,
recently received his doctorate from Johns-
Hopkins University. A mathematical physi-
cist, his dissertation was titled, Effective Po-
tentials in SemiclassicalLimitofSchrodinger
Operators ofScalar Particles and External
Gauge Fields. Dr. Simon is teaching Ap-
plied Statistics, Precalculus, and Topics in
Mathematics.
Fuzhen Zhang comes to the Math, Sci~
ence, and Technology department from the
University ofCalifornia. A new professor at
Nova, Dr. Zhang teaches Topics in Math-
ematics I 'and II and Intennediatc Algebra.
Richard Mordi comes to Nova Co
from Yale University. He received his
torate in 1987 in sociology. He has
lished a book, Attitudes Toward Wildl
Botswana (Garland Publishing, New'
and London, 1991). Classes Dr. IV
teaches include Journey I; Other Vo
Other Visions; and African Studies.
Charles Zelden, coming to Nova 1
Rice University,Houston,received hisF
in legal history in 1991. He has publisl
book, Justice Lies in the District: The
District Court. Southern District of T
(Texas A&M Press, 1993). Courses ta
by Dr. Zelden include The American E
Richnrd Mordi (left) and Chnrles Zelden (right). rience, Law and American Culture, and:
and Federalism.
Joshua Feingold is finishing his doc-
toral dissertation at the University of Mi-
ami. His project, The effects of elevated
seawater temperatures on coral qleaching
and survival in the Galapagos Islands, was
prompted by mass mortalities ofcoral in the
East Pacific Ocean following disturbances
associated with the 1982-83 El Nino-South-
ern Oscillation (ENSO). Classes taught
include Ecology and
Research Methods.
The Knight welcolDes
professors new to Nova
photos and text by Jason Domasky
lOponsgrcd by
County Mzticni! 8ank
.......
~
-
ThiS public document was promulgated al3 cost 01 $396 65. or $039 per copy
JIllSIC" ART.;. DANCE .,. OPER4 .> THEATER
LITE&fIVRE 0> ,fllrsEU.".tS 0> FIL.,.;. FESIDm
CHILDREN'S Ef'E1'vTS" AITR4.C11QiVS
, II. {bbt~ '10W: Ifo~t ~to eM, . fWI(! \/ f~t.f {If I {)I ~
\..
24·HOUR
ARTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT
HOTLINE
357-5700
~ S,erviCf! o~ STOWat[f
C~ltt:ia! Affllr$ Counc;!
II vetu require auxiliary allis lor communicatIOn. pltase call our oMite al357 7457
t~ BROWARO COUNTY BOARO OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
.-----. Scar; I CCl'.'ian Susan Gunzburger John P Han
lor r.ance Parl'sh S.,..I'lid POiIlef JoM Rodslrom Gerald F 1holl:P~O"
~ p'i'ii'ijiii'iljiii'iiJ
NrlSA Willt<,~
.,;., ; : ;: :.: :.."", :.. , :, -:-~
YOi.'!::
Nova's International
Student Association
is always accepting
new members! NISA
welcomes those inter-
national students who
travel to the United
States to pursue an
education.
-
GOLD PERFECTIONSTM
ALARM ENGINEERSTM
BUFFINGTON INTERNATIONAL, INC.
(305) 433-0058 (305) 956-9397
. Broward Dade
We are #1 in our trades-Let us secure your piece of mind
and embelish your most prize possession *Your Vehicle* We come to
you for both installation and service, from Kendall to Pompano
GOLD PACKAGING I i ALARf\4 SYSTEf\,1S
.ALL Emblems, Logos*. Homet • K-9 • Excalibur
$20 00 h • Commander • Tomahawk
• eac • *Prices Start At
Installed!! • $99.00 Limited
* Limit 3 Emblems/logos Min. ..L:J..*Pr0p.er Nova 1.0. Required Warranty
............~ .
GOLD PACKAGING II.AUTOMOTIVE ACCE.SSORfES:
Complete Gold Pakages* • Neon • K-40 Radar Detectors
• All Emblems, Logos 20~ Remote Starts. Keyless Enrty
• Antenna Base, Nut, Tip O. Window Modules. Voice Moduals
• Exhaust Tips • Grill OFF • Power Door Lock Kits. Seat Covers
. • Auto Locksmith Available
*Prices may vary to make/modeVyr. .L *Call for details
------------ ----------_.Special Discounts to Nova Students and EmDlovees wilD.
For further informa-
tion, and club meeting
times, please contact
Ii NISA President, Juan
Pablo Correa, via
electronic mail. (user II
name: correaj), or·
NiSA Advisor, Micki
Johnson, at (305) 475-
7037.
~/I,
~~
-----...l ..
--:';~.
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Undergraduate
Student Profile
Elisha Jacobs
news brief
frompage 7
.•, ,',." .
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Business Administration
1997
Columbia, Maryland
Pan i c ip a te i nth e
A I u mni 0 f f"i c e Phon e -
A - Th 0 n. M 0 n d a y-
T h u rs day eve n in g s
fro m 6- lOp. m. Sign
up with Karen Smith at
(305) 476 -8990.
Age:
Major:
Graduates:
Comes From:
With the many variations of smileys
you can have a lot of fun.
One last point: ifyou want to indicate
yelling or a very strong point, USE CAPI-
TAL LETTERS!!!
These are just a few suggestions to
help you. Please don't let these sugges-
tions scare you away for prevent you from
using Polaris. The more you explore, the
more you will learn about the "Internet
Culture" and its rules. You can also refer
to the files in the Polaris menu (under the
Internet section) to help you. H you have
any questions or comments, please feel
free to e-mail me at username 'dinkelk'.
Digi~al
SIDileys
Ms. Jacobs says she chose Nova Uni-
versity because of its difference in loca-
tion, and the excelJent reputation of the
businessdepartment. Sheisan activemem-
ber of the Nova University Theatrical S0-
ciety (NUTS), and has plans to get in-
volved with cheerJeading.
Her interests in entertainment include
SWV, Young"Black Teenagers, Dr. Dre,
0040, Last of the Mohicans, Menace II
Society, and Boyz 'n the Hood.
Inherwords, "Myexperience[atNova]
has been great. I have met so many nice
people."
The Alumni
Office Phone-
a-thon is here!
page 12 the knight 29 october 1 ~
The penguins are chanting: "We read The Knight! We read The Knight!"
".
HOTLINE~
TALLAHASSEE -
some of the state's
hot1lDes:
• 1·IIOO-GET·LEAN.
zens wbo want to make
ing sugestions and till'
or abuse, run by the COil
office.
• 1·800.543-5353. a
blowers· botline for st
ers. run by tbe govern.
State workers in Ta:
should ca11922-1060.
• f.8000HELp·FLA.
er hotline. run by the
partment of Agricultur
• 1-800·435-7352.
law'· hotline for car 01
by the state Depar
Ag[lculture.
• 1·806-226-6667. a
crime victims. run by
of the attorney genera:
• 1·800.342-2762. a
tnsurance consumers.
Department of Insurar
• 1-800-96-ABUSE.
porlS of abuse of chile
elderly. run by tbe sra
ment of Healtb and I
tive services.
• 1-806-FLA·AIDS,
information on AIDS.
• 1-806-545-SIOA.
information on AIDS i
• 1-800-AIDS·101.
information on AIDS
Creole.
• 1-806-AIDS-TTY.
information on AIDS fl
ing Impaired.
• 1-800-96-ADOPT
tion hotline. run by m
• 1-806-4-CANCEI1
hotline. run by HRS.
• 1·800-423-6786.
resource and referrl!i
run by HRS.
• 1-800-622-KIDS,
port hot1iDe. run by H
• 1·800-342·9274,
fraud aDd informati
HRS.
• 1·880-451·BAB·
Baby hot1iDe, to provi
care information aDd
• 1-800-342-0825, t
plaints from HRS cU.
HRS.
/~ravioletti or tortellini, tricoloredextra virgin olive oilmushrooms, sliced
walnuts, chopped
heavy Whipping cream
black pepper
freshly grated Parmesan cheese
BE YOUNG
HAVE FUN!
SKI BRECKENRIDGE!
Roundtrip airfare from
Fort Lauderdale to Denver.
..........--.-.. ..
For more information regarding
the Nova University Spring Break
Ski Trip to Breckenridge, Colorado
stop by the Office of Recreational
Sports, in the Student Life Office,
or call Mike Mansfield at 476-4780.
7 NIGHTS in a Condominium
with a FIREPLACE.
S DAYS of LIFT TICKETS
(including SHUTTLE BUS).
ONLY $759
Ravjolettlln Mushroom·Welnut Cream Seuee: recipe of the Issue
Proeedure:
Cook pasta according to package directions. Meanwhile, heat olive oil in a large
skillet over medium heat. Saute mushrooms and walnuts until mushrooms are golden. Add
heavy cream and cook, stirring frequently for 5 minutes, until slightly thickened.
Tum heat to warm. When cream stops simmering, add pepper and Parmesan. Stir
until sauce is smooth. Do not boil. Drain pasta and place on a warmed platter or individual
serving plates. Pour sauce over pasta and serve immediately.
• This recipe appears courtesy of The Olive Garden.
Ingredients:
12 oz.
2 Tbsp.
8 oz.
1/4 cup
3/4 cup
1/4 tsp.
2 cups
••~
00
QJ
~ -.-
~ ~.
••~
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~
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Adventure Showing At
IMAX Theater
Antarctica
news br(ef
Now showing at the BlockbusterIMAX
Theater is a new film called Antarctica.
Through advanced technology, view-
ers will be propelled into the icy region
known as Antarctica. The film introduces
audiences to this mystical continent, much
in the same way the explorer of yesteryear
first encountered it.
Antarctica's sweeping imagery cata-
pults viewers into the barren Dry Valleys,
where experiments planned for Mars are
tested in 200-mile-per-hour winds. Then,
journey to the South Pole to watch the sun
make its daily trip around the horizon.
TheBlockbusterIMAXTheaterhouses
a 60-foot high by 80-foot wide, five-story
motion picture screen and a state-of-the-art
14,OOO-watt, six-channel, four-way, 42-
speaker sound system.
Anarctica will be shown daily and on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday evenings.
Ticket prices are $5.00 for adults and $4.00
for children and seniors.
For m 0 rei nf 0 r mat ion,
call (305) 463-4629.
Women on the South Pole
Workshop
For Women On
Family Business Relationships
news brief
"Family Relationships in Family Busi-
nesses,"a workshop sponsored by the School
ofSocial and Systemic Studies' Institute for
Family and Business, will be held on No-
vember 5, 8:30 a.m.- noon, at Nova's East
Campus, 3100SW9 Ave., Fort Lauderdale.
The workshop is designed to help
women better understand family relation-
ships in family business. The discussions
will present both the strengths and draw-
backs of working with relatives, and will
focus on solutions for coping with these
complex relationships.
The charge for the workshop,
is $35. For more information or
to RSVP, call (305) 424-5700.
Scholarships
To Be Awarded to
Eligible Women
news brief
Applications are now being accepted
for the scholarships offered by the Pompano
Beach Business and Professional Women's
Club, Inc.
BPW has approved two scholarships
for $1,000 and one scholarship for $750.
Applicants must be women, at least 21 years
of age, who are entering the work force, re-
entering the work force; or working towards
advancement within the work force.
The applicant must be a U.S. citizen,
residing in Broward County, and have cur-
rently been accepted to an accredited aca-
demic institution.
A 200-word essay describing career
goals must be included with application,
along with two letters of recommendation.
The application deadline
is January 31, 1994.
For more information or an appli-
cation, contact Nova's Financial Aid
Office or Sharon Fay, Scholarship
Chairperson, at (305)428-6028.
~
f
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On the season, Kramer has a .394 hitting efficiency, is
averaging 4.47 kills per game and has had 47 service aces.
ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE
Single Season for Wins Broken
Lady Knigh~ Lead Conference; Kramer Named Player of the Week
Do/fans do the
"One-Finger Salute"
Due to space constraints, Kimber Sharp's
media focus series will resume in the next
issue ofThe Knight.
Sunday turned out to be a different story.
The Knights came outfired up and blew St.
Leo College away with a final score of 6-0.
The Knights' record now stands at 10-6 after
beating Belmont Abbey College, Florida
Southern College, and Palm Beach Atlantic
College.
The Knights remain in good shape for
an NAIA District 7 post-season spot, along
with Lynn University, Flagler College, and
St. Thomas University. Nova's Head Coach,
Thomas Rongen, was pleased with the re-
sults and the players' performances. The
Knights have a few games remaining in
hope for a post-season bid.
nouncement: "Me great chief. Me see urn
no more points for fish." He was a good
sport, and no doubt he was providing comic
relief.
There was another touchdown, and then
we were in the second quarter in no time.
The third quarter consisted of Dan Marino
being issued a penalty for unsportsmanlike
behavior. This prompted boos and anger
from thecrowd. It was pretty scary. Anyone
who has ever read MaQJl would get the
picture. Crowds can sometimes be down-
right terrifying..
Then the Dolphins sacked a Redskin,
enticing more antics in the section.
Needless to say, the Dolphins won. It
was a great victory, according to theDolfans..
Everyone ran down to their cars to tune into
6lO AM WIOD radio to hear what Dan
Marino thought about receiving a penalty.
I walked to the car and just kept laugh-
ing. Everyone was so funny. I've never
seen a group of people get so excited over a
game of ball. The entire way out of Joe
Robbie Stadium, the only sound I could hear
were people screaming, "Whomp! There It
Is!" The FIN PEOPLE ran throughout the
crowd, slapping hands, ridingpeoples' shoul-
ders, and chanting about Dolphin success.
It was definitely a strange night, but I
have to say, from an intellectual standpoint,
it was fun to witness.
from page 3
Kills, Digs &Crowds
Nova's Head Coach, Thomas Rongen, was pleased
with the results and the players' peiformances.
The Nova Knights entered their Octo-
ber 1 game against Lindenwood College
(MO) with identical 4-5 records. The
Knights beat Lindenwood College by a ,-I _
score of 2-1. Gus Bravo and Tony
Yannakakis scored for Nova as Jose Teles
went the distance in goals for the Knights.
The Knights brought their record to 5-
5 on the season, and welcomed High Point
University (NC) to Nova University by
defeating them with a score of 3-1. The
Jeffrey Sponder
Knights were led by Gary Schultheis, An-
thony DelleDonne, and Joe Velez; each
scored a goal for the Knights.
On Saturday and Sunday, October 9-
10, the Knights traveled to St. Leo Col-
lege. The opening game on Saturday fea-
tured the Knights against Berry College.
The Knights were shot down 3-1, leaving
the team, once again, at .5 on the year.
Soccer
Winning
Again
home by the scores of15-1, 15-6, and 15-4.
The Lady Knights played in the Palm
Beach Atlantic Tournament and swept it
away. The Knights beat Clearwater Chris-
tian, Florida Memorial, Huntington (Ala-
bama); and Palm Beach Atlantic. The Lady
Knights also defeatedTeikyoMarycrestUni-
versity, but lost to Palm Beach Atlantic.
Natalie KramerofNovaUniversity was
named District 7 Volleyball Player of the
Weekending lO-9-93.
The San Dimas, Cali-
fornia native led Nova
to a 5-1 record during
the week. Kramer had 78 kills (.320), 11
solo blocks, 10 assist blocks, and 8 ace
serves. On the season, Kramer has a .394
hitting efficiency, is averaging 4.47 kills per
game and has had 47 service aces. She also
has 37 solo blocks, 57 assist blocks, and is
averaging 3.97digs per game.
Congratulations,
Natalie, and good luck the
rest of the season!
The Knights also went two for three
with Division II schools. The Lady Knights
defeated St. Leo College (lO-15, 15-10, 15-
3, 15-11) and Eckerd College (13-15, 15-5,
15-4, 15-12), with their only loss occuring
againstRollins College. This match was the
third match of the day that the Lady Knights
played in. Unfortunately they lost by scores
of 2-15, 9-15, 17-15, and 11-15. The sev-
enth victory came against Trinity College at
series by a count of five matches to none.
However, this year started off differently.
The Knights destroyed Flagler College dur-
ing Homecoming Weekend by scores of 15-
13, 15-2, and 15-0.
Otherconference teams that the Knights
faced included Warner Southern College
(15-0, 15-12, 15-5) Webber College (15-1,
17-15, 15-5) and Florida Memorial College
(15-9, 15-2, 15-3).
Sunday, November 14, 1993
1:30PM.
HuB Auditorium
Southeastern University of the Health Sciences
1750 N.E.167th Street
North Miami Beach, Florida 33162
INFORMAlION I REFRESHMENtS
To Make Reservations and for Mole Information, Please Call:
(305) 949-4000 Ext 1100
Date:
Time:
Place:
SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES
CoUegesOf
Osteopathic Medicine • Pharmacy • Optometry
and the
Physician Assistant Program
The Lady Knights Volleyball team is
tearing their opponents apart this year. Af-
ter starting the season at 11-4, 4-0 in the
Florida Sun Conference, the Lady Knights
have won 14 out of 16 games, and four in the
conference. The Lady Knights stand at 25-
6, and 8-1 in the Florida Sun Conference.
The excellent play of team captain
Natalie Kramer, I
outside hitters
VanessaGuitierrez,
Anni Polacio, and
Jennifer St. Thomas, middle hitter Thelma
White, and setter Leslie Romero, has lead
the team to first place in the conference and
theirhighest ever ranking of41 in the NAIA.
Otherscontributing in the wins include Susie
Marti, Mona Lai, Sarah Kowalski, and
Rashida Frazier.
The Lady Knights started October by
facing conferencechampionsand foe, Flagler
College. Last year, Flagler sweptthe season
Jeffrey Sponder
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Nova Students get 200/0 OFF when you show your Nova 101
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Goodwin Sr. Hall, with meals
ered through DAKA food s
There will be five soccer fie
practice which will even be c
ously protected by night securi
The teams will participate
first round, and two quart
matches in the Orange Bowl. T
ning team will then go to At!
compete for a gold medal.
"This is a very big coup fc
Florida and Nova, and yet ano
ample of the recognition our in
campus isreceiving," comment,
University President Stephen F
"We at Nova are proud to be
offer a first rate site for some
prominent as the Olympics."
Others who helped ent
Olympics to Nova include
Baily-Byers, Steve Bias,
Hansley, Hal Henderson,
Jones, Joe Lakovitch, P
Ramcharan, Thomas Rong l
. John Santulli.
PIZZA 81 SUBS
NOW 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YO
Jeffrey Sponder
The Olympic Committee has cho-
sen Nova University to host an olympic
village for men's and women's soccer
in 1996. Miami (The Orange Bowl)
was one of the five cities chosen to host
soccer matches. 15 other U.S. cities
applied to host the games but only,
Miami, Florida; Athens, Georgia; Bir-
mingham, Alabama; Orlando, Florida;
and Washington, D.C. were selected.
On September 20, Nova University
received the good news that soccer stars
will shine on Nova's campus from July
through August in 1996. There was
much planning done with the Olympic
Bowl Committee and the Olympic Soc-
cer Organizing Committee to entice the
Atlanta Committee for the Olympic
games to come to South Florida and
choose Nova University as the Olym-
pic Village.
Nova University will house several
men's and women's teams in Leo
1996 Olympics
Coming to Nova~
\\' \\' GRAND OPENING * ~
"WeDeliuer',-472·6202 .DG~
2853 S. University Dr.
tI,i-' 10So_cli..._ • 2'_ SItoppa oflWliA6 B
..Ii.V.venit)' Dr. •612·6801 · Lal,.r.
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:naked Spaghetti:: STUDEN
: for 2 .... $5.99:: SPECIAJ
...------------11 $3.9910 d II -fDake Lasagna II Lg. Cheese
: for 2 .... $7.95 :: Pizza with 1 Toppi
\.. .I \. Pick Up Only. Expires 11l2!
~----------." "--------_.
"After stepping down from soccer
coaching, I welcomed a return to out-
door activity," said Henderson. "I am
excited about the opportunity to make
sure our women get a positive experi-
ence during this interim period."
"Weare pleased that Hal was able
to take over the program on an interim
basis," said Nova's DirectorofAthlet-
ics' Sonny Hansley. "He's always
showed good organizational skills,
along with the ability to recruit in the
high school and junior college com-
munity. His efforts should benefit the
program in the future."
Henderson has already begun his
efforts in working with the women's
tennis program. He has also begun
recruiting, as well as instituting a train-
ing and practice program, for the team
in preparation for the Spring season.
New coach Hal Henderson.
--
-
- .
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, Don't walk in pain-Most foot problems ~
J
e
, can be corrected in our office. ~.
• • Ingrown Nails • Ankle Sprains •
• Heel Pain • AduM &ChBdren's Foot probl!\
• Corns & Callusess • Modem Walkaway Bunion Procedure
~With This Ad!! Offer expires 12/31193.
T Uf'«VEBSITY PODIATRY ASSOCIATES ,....
Dr. BeDDett L WollUdky
4801 S. University Drive. Davie. FL 13328
CarDer orGrimD RIl. a: Um-.ity Dr. ID Plab1is SboppiDc Ceater
Medica", AAirnmenta - .....t 'IUIU_•P.P.o:. Aa:epted
Jeffrey Sponder
Nova Univer-
sity announced
Hal Henderson as
the Interim Head
Women's Tennis
Coach for the
1993-94 season.
Henderson re-
places Donna
Caputo, who had
served as the Head
Coachfor two sea-
sons. Along with
the responsibility
of Head Tennis
Coach, Henderson
will keep his du-
ties as Head Ath-
letic Trainer. He has served as the
athletic trainer since 1988.
Henderson played two seasons of
tennis at Park College in Missouri, and
then went on to coach there for three
seasons. He then coached tennis at
Rockford College in Illinois for two
seasons. Henderson has also been a
tennis instructor for much of his teach-
ing career.
Henderson served as Nova's Head
Soccer Coach in 1988-91, and served as
Co-Head Coach, along with Thomas
Rongen, in 1992. He retired from soccer
coaching at the end of the Fall season in
1992 after a 27-year career as the head
coach.
Although he has had many fine mo-
ments throughout his career, the -,ost
prestigious was being named .ne
NAIA's Hall of Fame.
The Sponder
Hal Henderson appointed
women's head tennis coach
..
~ I.c~._
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. An Regular6" Sandwich An R d" Across FromDnnks & Get a RegUlar y • y egularFootIongSan WIcht
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Ole Datran (tr.#32O
9100 s. DadeItrld Blvd, Miami
305·670·'161
BOOK
NOW
FOR
THANKSGIVING
&
XMAS
WE GO WHERE YOU GO:
AMSTERDAM $180.
LONDON $185
SAN JOSE,CR $140
NEW YORK $118
CHICAGO $118
WASHINGTON DC $118
Fares are from Miami, each w~. based on a
round trip purchase. Taxes &surcharges not
included. Restrictions apply. Some fares may
require an International Student ID and/or are
age restricted.
Ginette Roman, and Christine Ceravolo.
The men's cross country team was lead
by SalvatoreIrapia,ChristopherKehl,Prasad
Iyer, Bertram McIntosh, and Herve Jean
Pierre,
TIu! Cross Country temn.
Sports Report
Jeffrey Sponder
Nova's cross
country team trav-
eledto. compete. in
the :S~nUniver;.
sitYHatters Invita-
tional. The
women's teamcame
away with a fifth
place finish out of
ten teams, while the
men came in elev-
enth out of twelve
teams.
Nova Uni-
versity' scrosscoun-
try team includes
only two returners,
but both teams per-
formed remarkably well. The women's
team was led by Miranda Carberry, who
ran an excellent race and finished in sec-
ond place out of sixty- three runners.
Carberry'sCoach, Jasmin Scaggs, was
surprised by Carberry's results, .since the Irr=====:~••Iiii~====='
competition included NCAA and NCIA I J I
Division I and n teams. This fact did not
stop Carberry from picking up her speed
after about a mile and a half, when she
realized that she had an opportunity to
finish in the top three.
"Ijustwent for itand gave itall I could
give," said Carberry,
This is the first Intercollegiate cross
country race that shehas been able to place
in.
Carberry's teammates include Revah
Sigal, Zelica Grieve, Irina Yusupov,
Carberry runs from field and fInishes second!
And when the bodies leu, anO me coacnes
crippled, and that final gunshotenipted from
its cannon, one would stand.
The crowds might have boasted like
inebriated baboons, but it didn't matter.
The game was done, but the memories of
these Metropolitan masterpieces will
never die.
Ken O'Brien is gone, and Boomer
Essaison, former quarterback oftheCincin-
nati Bengals, has come to fill the meek
Buster Browns. Considered by most as a
has-beenlnever-was, he must prove that he
is still capable enough to contend with the
likes of Dan Marino, and carry on the spir-
ited tradition. Unlike O'Brien, he has been
to the "Big Show," but his fingers, except
for a callus or two, are quite bare.
My expectations? Anybody got a shoe
hom?
The two put on a variation of shows on
each other's turf, which during the better
part of the 1980's, could not have been
upstaged. These were games in which the
"home field advantage" was as significant
as carpet lint. Pass for pass, play for play;
like watching Fischer and KaSparov me-
thodically maneuvering each intricate de-
tail, insuring at least one more opportunity
at triumph.
Stalemates and heartbreaks more, the
world ceased for that final drive. That final
exhaustion of raw, unbound perspiration.
The crowds might have boasted like
inebriated baboons, but it didn't matter.
__ A .... •
profundity. However, ~>n this Sunday some-
thing had changed.
The ten-eent martyr from California
Tech was nowhere to be found. He, like
millions of others, was forced to enjoy the
match on a 24-inch screen, right in the heart
of our nation's "melting pot." The forever
hated, and usually disappointing Ken
O'Brien, former leader and general of a
faltering Jet team, had been traded to the
Packers, only to be sent home.
A man, who had been expectedto pave
the way for a new breedofquarterbacks, had
left the Meadowlands in a state of sorrow
and discontent. Nevertheless, it was against
the team which possessed the individual
who would fulfill O'Brien's expectations,
Dan Marino. There he would shine as
brightly as the white number seven which
glistened in the center of his torso.
Ken O'Brien: Part Two?
Preston Frenkel
I sat for a long time in Joe Robbie
Stadium, trapped in the. remembrance of
previous contests that had left the multitude
of spectators completely disillusioned by
the respective combatants.
Twice .every winter, two teams would
perform an operetta with as much compas-
sion, morbidity, and triumph as Les Miser-
able. It is true, that the rivalry between the
New York Jets and Miami Dolphins has set
the standards for war in its simplicity, and
Stalemates and Heartbreaks:
Trapped in Remembrance at IRS
~,_ ........l ._
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Kimber Sharp's update on
all those confusing campus
construction projects
• Philately at Nova?
visits
Bhutan via postage stamps
• Calendar of the Arts
Whatsnew this Fall in
theater, song, and dance?
• CONDOMANIA!!!
has the scoop
on prophylactic probation!
• "It" Broke Down Again!
wonders why
th(}bus hasn't been fixed yet
In Next Issue!
• 1993 and Onward!
S a I e
CAMPUS REP
WANTED
For
Opportunities
IE~I: T,'8 nation's !eader!f1 co:iege
i~ ~s seaklng an :~r;trepr8nauri;':
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1* Campus Rep Program
~~ American Passage Media Corp.
~:~ 215 W. Harrison, Seattle, WA 98119
~~~ (800) 487-2434 ExL 4444
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Refrigerator For Sale~
2.5 cu. ft. Brand New!! 'e
Only $125 ,
j ~~JL1.~~:t-.J
Knight Klassifieds
GREEKS! CLL'BSI
STUDENT GROUPS!
Raise as Much as You
Want In One Weeki
,ilt'~~,~ ~~~ ,~~ ,1lt1l"'l~JI.~ ~ '%iiW'3e.~.~15:1M~ :3 ~W'W.~
Market AppicatlOrw tor Ctttbank
VilA. Mel. IlARI. AMOCO etc.
.Cal for yOUr~Il" »!j'" and to
QUaIfY tor~~ 10 MIV
1'.MeIRIAK '9•.
cal'........ ext....
To place a Klassified, contact Anthony Dominici,
Knight business manager, at (305) 452-1553.
Fund Raisers - I Organizations
Ins u r a nc e S e r v lee s
r-----·----,
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& Lax A It ° h I
• ;::resn Bcked Bagels & I ny em In tel
8v-" v<:: I St I
.. H~m-emade Soups & ore
Salads I WO h thO C I
• Pnme Deli Meats I It IS oupon. I
L .:o~: ::~e:'l ':!..i9.!!~ .J
[UNCH-SPEOXIT BREAKFAST1
I$ I SPECIAL I
I 1.00 0 FF I 2 Eggs, Potatoes, Bagel, I
I. . . I Cream Cheese, Includes I
I ExcludIng Specials. GO~d I cOffee$l 7·9I
I for one person only. Not I & Cake I
good With other coupons. •I· I Coupon good for only 1penon. Exp. 11129193. I
• Exp. 11/29/93 .L Breakfast special. good unlilll A.M. Mon.-Fri.~----------------~
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Lasenwrfter Printout
Fast, Accurate Service
,:~"
Eight years secre~arial/word
processing experience
Research/Terrn Papers
Manuscripts
Theses
Resumes
Cassette Transcriptions
Brochures/Newsletters
'E'RE YOUR CAMPUS CONNECnONI
Let us handle all your typing needs.
Professional wordprocessing. editing,
proofing, spellcheck. Specializing in
tape transactions. We know APA
Format. COMPETITiVE STUDENT
RATES. Fast turnaround. Rush jobs
welcome. Griffin Road & University
Drive. Call for info: 434-0989
ON-LINE WOADPROCESStNG
f!Jl§
WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES
==============================
HELP WANTED
Opportunities
Motivated students needed for PIT
marketing positions at your school.
Flexible hours. Call TODAVI
1-800-950-1039 Ext. 3068.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$11 Call 305-370-4769 I
~.~;~ld.~
Benefits
Same Excellent Dental Plan that
Publix, Broward School Board
and other
Corporations have.
NOW A VA/LABLE for College
Students and Individuals. Cost
Less Than $10 per month_
Call 305-527-0626
PIr and Fir Employment
Opportunities Also AvaUable
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Earn Up To
$10/Hour
,
